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Public Schools

Gunplain Child

Adopt Philosophy

Too

III

for

*

It

Drawn

Home;

By Educators’ Group
An educational philosophy has
drafted for Holland public
schools after many months of study by a committee of teachers
headed by Supt. C. C. Crawford.
The document was drawn up in
the belief that every institution
should have a unifying philosophy
or point of view which when expressed and understoodwill give
direction to curriculumdevelopment end to all other activities of

been

the institution.
Such a philosophy can be used
to solve perplexing problems and
serve to bring about consistent
action by the Board of Education,
the faculty,and the parents when
decisions must be made.
Others serving on the study
committee were J. J. Riemersma,

Of+ Hebrew Faith

given healing powers, has been
returned home, her multiple illnesses too far advanced to save
her life.
Probate Judge Harold Weston,
who two weeks ago issued a court
order removing the year-old child
to a Kalamezoo hospital, said he
had been informed by the pediatrician in charge of her case that
medical care hed been delayed too

After Months of Study

Group

West OIhre

To Bible Particulars

He said the ear infection that
brought her to the attention of
authorities,^ad developed into a
mastoid infection,but that she

Nick Wagner

in

Built Altar According

An out-of-door altar built of
natural stone on a West Oliv* estate will be dedicated Saturday at
3 p.m. by a group of resident*
who have become followersof the
ancient Hebrew faith. The West
Olive group of about 55 is part of
the United Israel World union,
whose purpose is to unite the two
houses of Israel before one God.
The rare event will take place
on a hillside of the Lewis A. Goodin estate in West Olive. It will be
the first time since Biblical days
that an altar, built according to
all particulars of ancient Biblical
laws, has been dedicated.David
•Horowitz, president of the United
Israel World union, will officiate

long.

also has bone and thyroid deficiency, and had miliary tuberculosis, a type of TB that affectf
the entire body.
Weston seid he had allowed the
youngsterto be returned home on
condition that she would continue
to be under supervision of the
county health department. Also
the entire family, the parents and
10 other girls, must have patch
tests and X-ray exams for tuber-

CENTS

Set by Followers

Allegan (Special) — The little
gir\ ^ gunplain township whose
.father refused hospital care because he believed in his own God-

Up

FIVE

Altar Dedication

Recovery

Of Education
" Document
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28. 1950

Rsv. George W. Trotter

Heart Attack
Claims Director
Of City Mission

at the ceremony.
Lewis Goodin supervised the
Soldier
building of the altar, in which
The Rev. George W. Trotter, 70,
Bernice Bishop, Joan Vander
member of the local group
culosis.
who has been in charge of the Members of the 8SP committeemet Wednesday Cobb. Officersof the 88P committeeart Lowry, each
Werf, Minnie Buter, Carolyn
The girl had been made a tem- work at the City Mission since
chairman, W. A. Butler, vica chairman, Patterson, participated. Even the children,
to formulate final plans for the annual fund raisin
the youngest four months ol<L
Hawes and Rex E. Chapman.
secretary,and Maanti, treasurer. Members not
porary ward of the court at a 1933, died unexpectedly of a heart
ing drive that begins next week In Holland. O. W.
The educational philosophy calls
took
part Mothers placed the
present
Include
Butler,
Pater
Kromann,
and
Berhearing Sept. 15.
Lowry,
chairman,
handed
out
supplies
and
stickers
attack at 3:15 e.m. Saturday at
Word has been received from
stones in the babies’ hands and
for the function of Holland public
nard Arendshorat. A total of 83 Industrial plants
to committeemembers. From left to right: Lowry,
Faced
with
almost
certainty
of home at 66 West Eighth St. The
the Korean war front that Nick
carried them to the altar.
school system to be that of eduIn Holland are enrolled under the plan and several
E. G. Stevens, Georgs Good, George Copeland,
Wagner, son of Mr. and Mrs. his daughter’s death, the father heart attack was one of several
The structure Is built in fulcating all the children of all the
of the 12 remaining firms that employ 10 or mors
Robert Kouw, chairman of the Community Chest,
still insistshe will cure her dis- which made the mission worker
fillment of Exodus 20, verse* 24
people to live successfully in a Ralph Wagner of 197 East Eighth eases, Weston reported.
persona are planning to participatethis year.
John F. Donnelly, Henry 8. Maentx, George Van
inactive
since
last
April.
He
had
(Penna-Sas photo)
and 25. It is five feet, three inches
Putten.Seated are: Burleigh Patterson and Wilbur
democracy.It is a belief that edu- St., was wounded in action on Sept.
The case had been brought to been hospitalizedseveral times.
high and eight feet square. It is
cation is the continuous growth of 13.
his office by Gunplain township
He
was
born
Jan.
4,
1880,
in
Nick, one of three brothers servdesignedwith two horns from A
the whole child; thereforeit is the
Supervisor Willis Brown, who had Freeport, 111., and it was through
description in a Hebrew manuschool’s purpose to develop the ing ir the Korean theatreof oper- tried for some time to induce the
the influence of his brother, Mei
ations, entered the conflict with
script. None of the stone* were
total personalityof the child, menfather
to take the child to the a well known evangelist,that he
the ground troops in early August.
hewn or touched by tools.
tally, morally, physically,socialhospital voluntarily.
became converted March 24, 1900,
Details are not known but are due
At the dedication there will b*
ly, emotionally and spiritually.
after
Mel
had
.been
in
missionary
a burned offering, accordingto
This is essential to happy, useful to follow.
work about two years.
Nick's two brothers, Ben and
the season identical with the Old
and successful citizenship in a
From that time, George devotRalph,
Jr.,
are
also
serving
in
Testament
democraticsociety.
ed his time and talents to the The Single Solicitation plan drive gets underway Oct. 15.
Members of the United Liraei
In order to accomplish this pur- Korea. Bor is a Second Class Sea. The executive board members of
ministry and followed his more
Holland industriesunder the the Ottawa county extension World union, which ha* group*
pose the following guiding princi- man on a destroyer while Ralph,
dynamic
brother in the establish- committee met Wednesday noon
ples of action are to be recogniz- Jr., is presently serving aboard Wrists in Jail
ment of missions in many places. at the Warm Friend Tavern to S~P plan are: Baker Furniture groups met at the home of Mrs. throughout the world, have *c-»
the destroyer U5.S. Buck.
ed and used:
George served missions in St. map final plans for its 1950-51 Co., Bay View Furniture Co., Buss Andrew Van Klompenberg, route oepted the Hebrew faith and are
All three brothersare World
living in accordancewith teachUnderstandingthe Child
Paul, Minn., Saginaw, Mich., San "once-for-aH" drive to raise funds Machine, Friedlen Co., H. J. Heinz,
1, Byron Center. Plans were disWe recognize each child as an War II veterans along with three Allegan (Special) — A. J. Francisco and Los Angeles, Calif., for the Holland Community Chest, Charles R. Sligh Co., Spring Air, cussed for the fall Achievement ings of the Mosiac law. In a stateGregynski, 53, Milwaukee,a tranment of principles,they declare
and Pittsburg, Pa. He worked of- United Health and Welfare fund, Western Machine & Tool Co., Holindividualwho needs to be under- older Wagner brothers.
Day program which is to be held belief in the orlgtnsd Hebrew Bisient fruit picker near Fennville, ten with Billy Sunday and before
Nick
has
been
in
the
service
for
Red Cross and polio.
stood, respected, and loved, in orland Transplanter,Holland Ladon Oct 17 at the Zeeland City ble in its original written form*
der that he may have a feeling of 10 years. He was supposed to have was in critical condition here at coming to Holland he worked as
The campaign gets underway in der & Mfg., Crampton Mfg. Co.,
hall.
Allegan Health center after he at- Mel’s advance man for five years.
come
home
in
August
but
the
KoThey follow all Biblicalprinciple*
53
Holland
industrial
plants
next
security as a member of the
Dutch Boy Baking Co., Holland
The following committee chairtempted
suicide by slashing both
When
Nellie
Churchford,
who
rean
crisis
caused
a
“freeze"
of
governing the brotherhoodrelagroup.
week. SSP has its sights aimed at Furniture Co., Edwin Raphael
all personnel.He was overseas for wrists at the county jt^il Saturday founded City Mission in 1900, died 85 per cent employe participation Co., Holland Roofing Co., IXL men were appointed to assist with tionship of man; observance of the
Capacities
the
program:
in 1931, the mission was operated
Abrahamic Covenant; and law*We believe that each pupil five years during World War II night.
with matching funds from the Machine Shop, Lith-i-barCo;,
Recognition— Mrs. R. Hodal and
Serving a 25-day term for be- by local workers for a year or so compony.
outlined by Moses, including inshould be given the opportunity to and was part of the army of ocSwift
&
Co.
Mrs. A. Vander Wagon; program
ing drunk and disorderly,Gregyn- and then directed by the Rev. John
grow, according to his varying in- cupationin Germany for three
It was pointed out that many
Wire Products 6o., Hart & Cool- booklets,Mrs. F. Ellis and Mrs. R. junctions on food, marriage and
ski cut his wrists with a razor Looman until 1933. On Sept. 14,
years.
After
re-enlistment,
he
serd>vorce, relationshipbetween ma&
terests,needs, abilities, and level
Mel Trotter, at that time super- plants already have 85 per cent ey Co., Steketee-VanHuis Printved in Alaska and other stations blade, Sheriff Louis Johnson said. intendent of the Grand Rapids or more employes contributing a ing House, Bohn Aluminum & Lowing; dinner reservations,Mrs. and his fellowmen and between
of learning capacity.
Harry
Lenters,
route
1,
HudsonHe was discovered bleeding pro- City Mission, was named superin- minimum 10 cents a week. Embefore being sent to Korea.
Attitudes
Brass Corp., Hekman Rusk Co ville; flowers, Mrs. John Van husband and wife; the Biblical
fusely by a cellmate, Valentine
Sabbath; holy days, and "all other
tendent of the local mission, and ployes who signed up under the Holland Hitch, Home Furnace
We believe that one of the main
Eden; program, Mrs. Ward KepNicholson, New Castle, In^., with he put his brother, George, in
purposes of the Holland x public Car Narrowly Mi»sei
SSP last year will not be re-soii- Co., Western Foundry, Holland pel and Mrs. A. Van Klompenberg. precepts of life given by God *e
whom he was arrested Sept. 19. charge. The Grand Rapids mission cited, but .the effort will hammer
schools is to help the pupil acquire
Evening Sentinel, Essenburg Executive board members rep- that our life may be full and proNicholsoncalled the sheriff on subsequently was named the Mel
longed."
those beliefs and values which in- Hitting State Trooper
'it new employes antf those not Building & Lumber Co., Five Star
resent the following areas:
After long years of study and
Grand Haven (Special)— A Chi- the inter-communicationsystem Trotter mission.
clude an appreciation for the digpreviously signed.
Lumber
Co., Holland Cotton ProNortheast— Mrs. Russell Low- research, the group feels that the
highlight each year during
nity of work; a pride in accom- cago motorist whose car nearly from the cell block and the man
Window
stickers with the slo- ducts Co., Duffy Latex and Duffy
ing, route 1, Conklin and Mrs.
was taken to the hospital for the 17 years George served the loplishment; a respect for good hit a state trooper who was dirgan "We Give the United Way"— Mfg. Co., Holland-RacineShoes, Fred Ellis, Marne; northwest— Anglo-Saxonpeoples are descendtreatment. His condition was cri- cal mission was the celebrationof
workmanship; the desire to attain ecting traffic for a funeral procesSSP, were distributed and will be Inc., ’Modern Products Co., De Mrs. R. Hodal, route 1, Spring ants of the "10 lost tribes"of Istical because of a considerable his spiritualbirthday each March
efficientwork habits; and the sion paid $50 fine and $4.50 costs
issued all employes who join up.
Pree Co., Donnelly Kelley Glass I^ake and Mrs. August Vander rael, and therefore are working
24.
He
would
tell
the
story
of
his
loss of blood.
toward greater understanding beright attitudes toward his fellow in Justice George Hoffer’s court
Robert Kouw, Community Chest Co., Holland Color & Chemical
conversion each year on this occaWagon, Ferrysburg; southeast— tween the Jews and Gentile* ahd
man and the society in which he Wednesday.
sion. There would be music and drive chairmen, emphasized that Co., George Mooi Roofing Co.
Mrs. Harry Lenters, route 1, HudThe near accident occurred Tues- New General Manager
refreshments.
lives.
house-to-house canvassers will
Scott-LugersLumber Co., Ser- sonville, and Mrs. Andrew Van eventual unity of the two House*
of Israel.Ultimateaim is world
Rev. Trotter is survived by the pass up any house that displays a vice Machine & Supply Co., Sevenday afternoon when Otto SchneidFundamental Skills
Klompenberg,route 1, Byron Cen- peace.
We believe that each child In er, 50, Chicago, drove his car so Of Gai Company Named wife, Jennie, whom he married in sticker.The Community Chest Up Co., City Sign Co.
ter; southwest
Mrs. Gerald
Los Angeles in 1903, three niercs
The Union, organizedIn New
the process of his school life close to Trooper John Pollard on
Smith, Zeeland, and Mrs. Ward York in 1944, succeeds the group
S. F. Massie of Three Rivers, and two nephews. His brother Mel
should, to the extent of his abil- River road that the car touched
Keppel, route 2, Zeeland.
vice president of the Michigan died 10 years ago.
known as Israel PropheticWitity, acquire mastery of certain his clothing.Pollard was standing
Details of the program will be ness, which began In 1930. They
Gas
and
Electric Co., was made
fundamentalskills essential to four or five feet off the highway. general manager of the company
announced later, according to are an auxiliaryof the Society of
Jack Marcroft, 57, operatorof
successful living. These skills inat a meeting of the board of diMrs. Grace Vander Kolk, home ex- the Bible .in the Hand* o! Its
clude reading, spelling and arith- Theater grill in Grand Haven, detension agent.
rectors Wednesday. He has been
Create^ -'With the fulfillmentof
metic as well as the development manded examinationwhen arassociated with the firm 15 years.
each purpose of the group, th*
raigned
on
a
charge
of
issuing
a
of precision in communication
Richard L. Rosenthal of GreenAllegan (Special)—
life-long
name Is changed.
Henry Koiter*, 75,
which should be a concern in check with insufficientfunds. wich., Conn., was elected chairAllegan residentwho lived his last
Other members of the group
Bond
of
$300
was
provided
for
the
every phase of the growth of the
man of the board while J. P. Sheryears in frugality— apparently in- Twenty-Four New Voters
Dies at Home Here
from all parts of the country have
v individualso that the learned examination set tentatively for
wood of Three Rivers was named
tending to leave his savings to
arrived or will arrive for the dediskills and abilities may be com- Oct. 12. Marcroft allegedlyissued
Grand Haven (Special) — Will- three persons who had befriended Register for Election
secretaryand treasurer, and H.
Henry D. Kosters 75, of 438 cation, which is open to the puba
$71
check
to
the
Grand
Haven
municable to others.
iam
F-Schmidt,
83,
route
2,
Grand
D. Billington,also of Three RivVan Raalte Ave., died unexpect- lic
him— died Monday night, his will
Food Lockers July 15.
Environment
Twenty-fournew voters, regis- edly Monday night at his home.
ers, assistantsecretary and assist- Haven, died at his home late still unwitnessedand invalid.
Since Sept. 25. the West Olive
William
Low,
30,
Grand
Rapids,
It is our purpose to create an
IXtesday evening as the result of
ant treasurer.
The story of Charles Collins, trations for ihe Nov. 7 general He had been ill several months members have been celebrating
environment in which each mdi- paid $25 fine and $13.95 costs on
election
have
been
recorded,
a
with a heart ailment and diabetic the Feast of Tabernacles, an
The board declared a dividend a self-inflicted gunshot wound in 80. was revealed today by Probate
vidual is prepared by experience a chargfe of drinking beer on USof 40 cents per share on the com- the head. He was born in Grand Judge Harold Weston, who was spokesman from the city clerk's condition.
eight-day event In memory of the
16
in
Wright
township
Monday.
to take his place of responsibility
pany’s common stock, payable Haven township June 26, 1867, given charge of the $12,000 fund office seid Wednesday.
He was bom May 1, 1875, in Children of Israel journeying from
in a democraticsociety now, and He was arrested by sheriff's officOct. 2 to stockholders on record and had lived there all his life.
Tnere have been 27 registered Sioux Center, Iowa, to the late Egypt to Canaan. The familie*
after Collins' death at the county
in the future. This environment ers.
Surviving are the wife and two hospital.He said Collins had be- changes of ward and reinstate- Mr. and Mrs. Hendrick Kosters. have been living out-of-door*
at the close of business Sept. 28.
must foster the physical, mental,
A quarterly dividend of $1.10 daughters,Mrs. Henry Rosen of quested a total of $3,000 to three ments. Pesons who change wards years. He was a retired contractor an much as possible during the
emotional, social, and spiritual amount of growth in ell phases of per share on the company’s 4.40 Nunica, Mrs. John Zimonica,
friends with no directions for use must reside for 20 days in their and builder and a member of Six- period, to parallel the way the
growth of each child.
development. We believe that pu- per cent preferred stock and a Grand Haven township; e stepof the remainder of the money. new ward and then register if teenth Street Christian Reformed children of Israel lived during
Human Relatloiuhlpa
pil growth T>est takes place quarterlydividend of $1,221 per daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Miller of
they wish to vote in the Novem- church.
We believe that each individual through experiences and activi- share on the 4.90 preferred stock Grand Haven; four sons, Adolph The paper w;is not properly Iwr election.Reinstatements are Surviving are the wife, Jennie; their sojourn.
drawn up, Weston said, and could
pupil should realize that all peo- ties; we believe that the puipose also were declared. Both prefer- of Grand Haven, Alexander of
not be consideredlegal. Collins’ for persons who haven’t voted a daughter, Mrs. Jack Lewandowples, regardless of race, creed, or and objectives of these experienc- red stock dividends are to be paid Grand Rapids, William, Jr., at
within the last four years, but sk; of Holland; two sons, William Hospital Auxiliary
economic level, are citizens of the es and activities should -be well Nov. 1 to stockholders of record home, and Carl of Grand Haven closest relative is an uncle, Cyril,
voted before that time. Persons C. Kosters of Milwaukee and Law- ExecutivesGather
also of Allegan.
community, the country, and the defined and recognized, and, at the close of business Oct Id township; one stepson, Albert
Although
he died at the county- who voted within the last four rence Kosters of Grand Rapids;
world; as such they are entitledto whenever possible,that the pupil
Klemke of Wisconsin,19 grand- operated hospital, he was not a years in any election and haven't also four grandchildren.
Allegan (Special)— Members of
all privileges, rights, and duties participatein the planning of the
children and two great grandchil- welfare patient, welfare Director changed their place of residence
the executive board of the MichiNative
of
Poland
Diet
enjoyed by any group of citizens. experiences and activities.
dren.
gan Association of Hospital auxiTod Hicks pointed out. During an are automaticallyregistered.
Allegan Youth Killed
The pupils should receive the
Democratic Ideal
At
Grand
Haven
Hospital
The last day for any registraliaries met here Wednesday for *
earlier hospitalization, he had
knowledge, and experience situaThe United States of America
luncheon and program planning
paid
the $5 daily rate, and the tion is Oct. 18. New persons must In Tractor Accident
tions necessary for promotingbet- is dedicated to the ideal of demGrand Haven (Special) — Mrs. Mrs. Anna Lundberg Dies
session.
county will make a claim against live in Holland for 20 days beter human relationships.
ocracy as a way of human life. We Natalie Lominski, 63, of 1811
Allegan — Fourteen* year - old
Following Long Illness
They were guests of the Allegan
the estate for his care since Aug. fore applying for voting registraSense of Values
therefore,believe that the educa- Grant St„ died unexpectedlyat
Robert Haines, route 1, Allegan, Women’s Hospital Service league
tion.
29, Hicks said.
We believe that our schools tional program of the Holland 10 p.m. Monday in Municipal hos- Grand Haven (Special) -Mrs.
was killed Monday night when a executive board at Allegan Health
should do everythingpossible to public schools should promote and pital, where she had been for the Anna Lundberg, 78, Fruitport, A former tinsmith, Collins had
tractor he was operating over- Center.
been unemployed for many years
help each child develop a sound perpetuatethis democratic ideal last nine days. She had been in
turned on him, crushing his chest.
<***1 eariy Tuesday at the and had become a familiar figure Saugatuck Man Dies
Mrs. Ronald Yaw, Grand Rapid*,
philosophy of life— a sense of val- by precept and practice. This ill health the last two weeks.
The youth and a friend, Gary president-elect, spoke to the group
Spring Haven Convalescenthome about Allegan streets. He lived
After
Long
Illness
ues that will help him to distin- should apply not only to the classHimmelein, 14, were running the on her attendanceat the recent
She had lived in Grand Haven where she had been since June in a local boarding house until
guish between right and wrong to room but to all activitles in which since 1929, coming from Grand
tractor on M-89 two miles east
24. She was born Anna Lind in he became seriously ill. He had
Saugatuck
George S. D. of 'Allegan wnen it overtuned. The American Hospital Association
make desirable choices, and to the school is engaged so that each Rapids. She was born in Poland Sweden June 11, 1872. She
conference in Atlantic City. Mr*.
never married.
Shultz, 82, of Saugatuck died
face his problems squarely to the individual may develop the abili- Aug. 17, 1887, and was a member
Himmelein youth was thrown William Schmitz, president of th*
moved to Fruitport 37 years ago
Acquaintancessaid Collins ap- Wednesday at Douglas hospital
best of his ability.
ties and characteristicsessential of the Greek Orthodox church, and attended the Congregational
clear and not injured.
state organization,presided.Memparently had saved money he had following a lingering illness. He
Health
to effectivesocial living in a dem- Grand Rapids, and also of the Po- church there. She had been ill for
Haines is survived by his par- bers attendedfrom Battle Creek,
inherited
from
his
parents,
Mr.
had
been
a
patient
at
the
hospital
We beUeve that the school ocratic society.
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reuben
Haines,
lish National Alliance of Grand the last year and seriously so
Kalamazoo,Coldwater,Lansing,
and Mrs. Clark Collins, and some 10 days. Shultz lived in Chicago
should provide experiences and
Curriculum
feur brothers and two sisters, all
Haven. Her husband, Steve, died since May.
South
Haven, Grand Rapids. Luearnings.
until
a
year
ago
and
was
a
retired
instruction for chUdren which will
at home.
We believe that our curriculum Aug. 24, 1937.
In 1906 she was married to
dington, Muskegon and Fremont.
Funeral services will be held dancing instructor.
help them to develop acceptable should be based upon the demonSurviving are two sons by a pre- Axel Lundberg.Surviving her are
at 2 p.m. Friday from Gorden fuHe was born June 16, 1868, at
physical end mental health prac- strated needs of boys and girls in vious marriage, AlexanderRadrick
the husband; one son, FYitz, with neral home with burial in OakLithopolis,Ohio, to the late Mr. Municipal Court News
tices, wholesome attitudes, and an a changing world. The curriculum
Motion Denied to Dismiss
at home and Pfc. Nicholas Radick, whom they made their home; two
wood cemetery.
and Mrs. Daniel Schultz.
Four motorists paid traffic fines
understanding of sound health should be flexible, and so designed stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.
sisters and one brother in SwedSurvivingis the wife, Eliza- and costs ki Municipal Court Tues- Holland Furnace Case
principles.
as to promote the greatest good
en. Also two grandchildren.A
beth.
.
day. Herschel Jay Weaver, ZeeSpiritual Value*
Holland
Post
Office
for all. The curriculum should
daughter,Mrs. Hazel Craig died
Grand Haven (Special)— In an
Funeral services will be held land. paid $12 fine and costs on a
Educationwithout proper char- not be #tatic but should be con- Ottawa and Allegan Men
two years ago.
opinion
filed in Circuit court toGets
New
‘Ton’
Truck
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at River- speedingcharge. Franklin Bronacter and spiritual development tinually studied and evaluated ao
Are on Tourist
Board
side cemetery, Saugatuck. The son, 207 120th St., paid $5 for im- day in the case of the Holland
a
cannot accomplishworth while as to be sure ^hdt the needs of all
The Post Office received a new
'#
City Water Tank Drained one-ton truck Tuesday night and Rev. Charles A. Hedelund of All proper passing.Two persons paid Furnace Co. against the Michigan
purposes, therefore a conscious the pupils are being met
Four Ottawk county representaSaints Episcopal church will offi- $2 parking fines. They were: Joe Corporationand Securities comeffort should be made at all
Other Affeocles
now has a fleet of five new trucks
tive* and two from Allegan coun- For Routine Inspection
;
Fabiano,555 Butternut Pr., and mission, et al. Judge Raymond L.
.times to create respect end appreWe believe that our schools ty were, named to the West Mi chi-,
for mail delivery, a spokesman
Smith ruled that tlie Ottawa CirThe body is at Dykttra Funeral Peter James, Allegan.
ciation for the sacred, the beauti- should maintain a close cooperagan Tourist and Resort associa- The half million gallon elevated said today. The trucks are used
cuit Court has discretionarypowchapel, Holland.
ful, and the worth while things of tion with other agencies, such as
tion’s board of directorsat the an- water tank on 28th St. is drained for delivering, parcels; relaying
ers' to assume jurisdictionover
life, and to stress ideals favorable the church, the home, social agennual meeting held in Grand Rap- for a routine inspection,a Board mail, taking mail to suburbandisJamboree Scouts Meet
the case and denied a motion to
to the development o* high ethi- cies, and the community at large
ids last week.
of Public Works spokesman said tricts and delivering packages to Court Calendar Li$ted
All Scouts and leaden) who at- dismiss the bilL
cal character, based uf>on the re- —in order to assist in the developThose from Ottawa county nam- today.
merchants.
The court also granted a m
Allegan (Special )t— The calen- tended the Boy Scout Jamboree
cognition of one’s responsibilityment of the child.
ed were Harold Vander Pkfcg, W.
This wiH Jeeve some homes in
The present package and parcel dar for the Ottawa County Cir- last summer at Valley Forge are to strike a part of the bill of
to God and to his fellow men.
Adult Edueatio*
H. Vande Water of Holland:P. Holland with varied water pres- mail is as heavy as it was at cuit court which opens in Grand Invited to see Jamboree movies plaint which alleged the Michigan
Growth
We WHeve that the achoola M. Murdick,Jr., of Grand Haven, sure for the next* few days, be- Christmas last year.
Haven Oct. 9, shows 18 criminal Saturday, Nov. 4, at 7 p.m. In Corporationand Securitlei
The emphasis of-, the school should co-operate with the educa- and Frank Scholten of Spring cause the tank normally regulate* Bids for three old postal trucks case*, 12 civil cases, jury; 8 civil room 210 of the Grand Rapids mission was disqualified
should be to determine how the tional activities of the communi- Lake.
water pressure.
will be received until Oct. 10. Per- cases, non-jury; 17 chancery cases, YMCA. Eugene Vande Vusse of hearing the complaints
growth of the. pupil takes place ty, . and should aid and promote
L. R. Brady and Harry A. JackThe tank is drained and in- sons who bid must get a form at contested; 30 cases in which no Holland,executive board mem- before the commission,as
and to provide those experiences wprth while educational programs aon, both of Saugatuck, were spected for possible needed re- the postmaster’s office and return
progress has been made for more ber, and other Jamboree leaders conclusions and not
which will insure the maximum for out of school youth and adults. elected.
>
pair*.
are expectedto attend.
it before the bidding deadline.
than one year.
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Southwest

Teams

Christian

Feast Generously

Names

Board Members
Five new board members were

On Non-Loop Foes

elected to the Holland Christian
school board of trustees at the
annual society meeting Monday
night in the Christian high school

After two weeks of feeding rather generously on non-conference
foes, the Southwesternsix loop
teams will tear into each other

were selected from a slate of 10
candidates.
In addition tq_the election,the
society heard reports from the
treasurers of the various school
funds. Giving the reports were
Jerry Jonker and Janies Zwier. In
other action, the group unanimously approved a tuition increase
to meet higher operating costs.
Supt. Bert P. Bos presented his
annual report. He emphasized the

three of four contests, with the
feature being Muskegon’s6-0 success over a highly-toutedFlint
Central team. To little Grand
Haven went the distinction of the
first conference victory as Coach
Ted Kjolhede’s underrated Bucs
toppled favored Benton Harbor
plan -an outing at the cabin In Roecommon
county in October during the bow-and-arrow deer
hunting season. To date, the cabin which la built

growing enrollment problems in
the grade and high schools. He
also included other items on
school personneland various na-

on leased land has coat each archer $25 and that
Includes bunks and tome other furnishings too.

tional trends in educational prok
lems.

14-6.

Catholic 33-6.
The overall conference record
in 12 outingA is nine wins and
three losses.
Three teams, Holland, Kalamazoo and Grand Haven have yet to
taste defeat. One will be removed for sure this week-end when
the Giant Maroons host the surprising Bucs. Holland meets Okie
Johnson's smarting Tigers, fresh
from a stinginghumiliation at the
hands of slick Catholic.
The league holds a decided edge
in points scored, roaring to a total
of 204 while holding opponents
to 127. Kalamazoo holds the edge
in both scoring and defensive
work, totaling , 54 and holding
foes to a stingy six.
Overall Standings:
Pts Opp
Kalamazoo — ......... 2 0 54 6
Holland ..........
2 0 34 18
Grand Haven ....... 2 0 27 18
Muskegon ......... — . 1 1 25 25
Muskegon Hts. _____ 1 1 32 46
Benton Harbor ...... .. 1 1 32 14

^ 4

New members electedwere Ben
Altena, Gelmer Boven, the Rev.
Peter De Jong, Garry Otte and
John Veltkamp. These members

Friday night.
The card:
Benton Harbor at Kalamazoo
Muskegon at Grand Haven
Holland at Muskegon Heights
In outside action during the
week-end, the conference took

Kalamazoo romped over Chicago Hyde Park 20-0, Holland edged
a fighting Grand Rapids Ottawa
Hills eleven 14-12; and the
Heights bowed to Grand Rapids

i

gymnasium.

The

cabin-made-in-a-daywas nearing completion
at 5 p.m. when roof raftera were put into place by
willingworkers of the 15 ahare-holderawho will
be using the cabin during hunting season. The
local^men sharing in the venture all are archers

They

and

in a

m

if

v

7

m*m
;m§.

The Rev. Louis Voskuil, president of the board, presided.Closing prayer was led by the Dr.

Snug
Single Day

Built This

Cabin
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J. Hoogstra.
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New Members Initiated
By Women of Moose

Michigan Normal’s Eddie Skowneski slams over for his team’s
There's a snug cabin awaiting
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs.
A meeting of the Women of the last TD as the Hurons measured
group of local archers when Lehman as discussion leader.The
1
Amy
Ten
Brink,
19, route 1. Moose, Holland chapter No. 1010, Hope college 19-8. He, Is being
they take to the woods next Junior High group considered the
brought down by an unidentified
month for the bow and arrow topic, "Ways of Worshipping Grand Haven, was fatally burned was held Wednesday night at the
lodge hall and featured initiation Dutchmen while Tom Rancoll
deer hunting season.
God" with Darlene Smidt and Saturday when she was trapped for two now members, Mrs. Mar- (No. 9) and Don Miller (87) look
t
in
The 15 share-holdersin this Beverly Veen as leaders.
in the cab of a truck driven by
ion Strong and Mrs. Leona Ten on.
cabin 180 miles north of Holland
Mrs. George Lampen, with Mrs. her husband, Erwin, between Have. They were sponsored by
can take bows for their block Ben Lohman as assistanthostess,
Holland branch, American As- raised by AAUW for fellowships
Berne and Decatur, Ind.
Mrs. Florine Berkey and Mrs. Dairy Specialist Speaks
sociation of University Women and study grants as one of the
laying and carpentry talents as entertained the Women’s commitThe truck, loaded with celery, Sylvia Kraai
well as bow and arrow enterprise. tee of the Allegan County Farm
opened its 13th year with a meet- main projects of the association,
Plans for sponsoring a student At Exchange Club Meet
left
the highway on US-27, and
For they built the cabin in a bureau in her home last week
ing in Durfee hall, new Hope it was brought out. From 20 wonurse were discussed by the 37
single day, and that included trav- Tuesday. A co-operativedinner caught fire when it rolled over in
Members
of the Holland Ex- college women’s dormitory, Thurs- men, meeting here in 1938 to dismembers
attending.
Women
of
el too. What’s more, each of the was followed by an interesting a ditch. Ten Brink was severely
day night. Miss Laura A. Boyd exL
the Moose serving at the last change club and their guests re- tended greetings to the many cuss organization of an AAUW
share-holders has contributed only program with Mrs. Walter Wight- burned on the right arm when he
branch, the group now numbers
ceived first-hand use of visual aid
$25 to the project and that takes man of Ganges, presiding.Guest attempted to pull hi wife out of Rod Cross canteen were Mrs. Bor- material in getting ideas across to members and guests and conduct- more than 100, Mrs. Steffens said.
key, Mrs. Julia Woldring av.'
in bunks and a few other furnish- speaker was Miss Florence Van the cab. He was treated in a DeIn an informal roll call, members
an audience, at the meeting Mon- ed the business meeting.
Mrs. Mildred Cunningham.
catur hospital.
ings.
Mrs. Robert Horner, chairman present wore shown to represent
Dcr Woude, Allegan county nurse
day
nooh in the Warm Friend
Following
the
business
meeting,
Mrs. Ten Brink was born in
Desire for their own cabin stem- who spoke on "Health." AccomTavern. The operator of this de- of the by-laws committee, present- 26 colleges and universities.
med from experiences last year panying the latter as a guest was Grand Haven April 13, 1931, and a white elephant sale was con- vice was J. G#Hays, extension ed revisions in accordancewith
As the final feature of the producted
by
the
publicity
committee.
w’hen the archers slept in tents. Delores Garza-Pina, a Mexican lived in Ferrysburg until her
the national associationplaq. gram. Miss Carol Brand, local high
dairy-man
at
Michigan
State
col-,
Refreshments wore ^rved by
They thought .about buying a nurse from Dallas, Texas, who is marriageDec. 18, 1946.
Thelma lege. His humorous subject was These will be put to vote at the school teacher, told about her reBesides the husband, she is sur- the committee with
piece of property and having their in training at Universityof Michinext meeting. Mrs. Peter N. Prins, cent trip to Europe and showed
"Bovine Architecture."
vived by two sons, David, 2, and Voldhcor, chairman, Isted bv
own cabin.
membership chairman,explained her color pictures of England and
gan hospital
Hays
glibly
explained
why
the
Michael, 1; her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ruth Smith, s. Della
Buying property wasn’t so simPreparatory service for observconformation of his cardboard procedures for joining AAUW and Norway. She was introduced by
Books
and
Mrs.
Virg
i
Wallace.
ple, but a little expedition last ance of World Wide Communion Mrs. Frank Carskadon of FerrysThe next regular meeting will model of the dairy cow was better Dr. Ella Hawkinson announcedthe Miss WilhelminaHabcrland.
Aug. 12 by John Lam, Marvin Wa- services next Sunday was con- burg; two brothers. John and
Mrs. Franklin C. Forsyth of
be
held Oct. 4. Reports will be than the conformation of the ideal meeting of the Michigan Council
beke and Glen Brower resulted in ducted by the pastor Sunday Robert of Grand Haven, and her
for UNESCO to be held in Kala- Ann Arbor, state arts chairman,
dairy
cow
as
given
by
the
profesgiven by the publicity, Mooseleasing an area 200 feet square in morning. Duane Kalawaart of grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. Armazoo in October.
will present the program at the
heart, library and Moosehaven sors of dairy husbandly. The only
Zeeland (Special)
Zeeland the Dead Stream Swamp area Maplewood church, Holland, was chie Carskadon of Muskegon.
Mrs. Henry Steffens, Mrs. next meeting.Oct. 19 in Durfee
committees. Refreshmentswill be part of a cow overlooked by this
high’s reserves scored their second four miles from Higgins lake and guest soloist at the evening serGeorge Stephens and Miss Con- dormitory, Miss Boyd announced.
served by the Mooseheart com- specialistwas the "moo."
victory of the season Monday by seven miles from Houghton lake, vice Sunday. His wife, the former
stance Shilling.Hope College
Refreshments were served by
mittee, Mrs. Hilda Schregardus Preceding the speaker, memwhippingGrandville 26-12 at Zee- in the heart of the deer and bear Theresa Reinstra, and her paents,
senior,and AAUW scholarshipre- Miss Emma Reeverts, assistedby
bers
introduced
many
guests.
Exacting as chairman.
hunting area.
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Reinstra,
changeite Rex Chapman intro- cipient,presentedthe former’s Mrs. Leon Hopkins,Mrs. Preston
Plans developed quickly and the all of Holland, were also present
Zeeland’sseconds tallied two
duced Andy Sail as Junior Ex- originalskit, explaining the origin Shafer and the Misses Crystal
Hospital Notes
touchdowns and a conversion in following Saturday found the at the service.
changeite
for the month. He is of AAUW in 1881 and the forma- Van Anrooy, Florence Olert, Mai(From Monday’s Sentinel)
each half to win easily.
share-holders leaving Holland at
A "Work Shop Inspirational
president of the senior class at tion of the local branch in 1938. bclle Geiger, Clara Reevertsand
Admitted
to
Holland
hospital
"Parents are the most importJohn Vandenboschwas the star 1 a.m. in two care and a truck, conference’’ is scheduledfor all
More than $1,000,000 has been i Sinia Billups.
Holland high school.
with two TD’s and one extra bound for the site to build the workers of the Classis of Hol- ant element in the child’s environ- Friday were Charles Troost, route
4;
Mrs.
Lena
Veele,
route
2;
Lawpoint, while Frank Dionese and cabin. They had arranged with a land on Oct. 6 and 7. The progam ment,’’the Rev. Edward Heerema,
Howard Van Haitsma scored one cement block dealer to meet them will begin on Friday evening and public relationsdirectorof the Na- rence Smith, 625 Steketee; James Rebekah Lodge Has
each. The next game for the Re- at a certaincross road with a load
tional Union of Christianschools, Holder, route 4.
continue though Saturday.
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Meeting at I00F Hall
•erves is on Oct 5 with Allegan’s of materials, and led the way in
The Allegan County Christian told the Holland Christian school Jay Schaap and son, 324 West
seconds. the woods and the cabin site. The Endeavor union held an inspira- PTA members Thursday night in
Members of the Erutha Rebek20th St.; Mrs. Theodore Poppema
Meanwhile, the varsity scrim- trucker made several more trips
tioal meetig in the local church the Holland Christian gym. The and son. 775 East Eighth St.; ah lodge met Friday in the IOOF
maged Kelloggsvilletoday in pre- with blocks, lumber and other
meeting was the first of the new
chapel on Monday evening. This
Mary Swieringa,151 West 17th hall. It was annopneed that a
parationwith their second bat- supplies.
school year.
group is headed by Glenn Neven"Be Friendly,Make Friends, ward Vos and Mrs. -Elmer Burwltx
St.;
Mrs. Fannie Ten Cate, 29 chest meeting will be held in
tie of the season Friday night at
The group, under the direction zel of route 2, Hamilton, and the
Speaking on the theme, "Your
Wayland Monday, Oct. 2. The loEast
18th St.
Join
the Carm Fire Girls," is the will bo graduated with their
Zeeland against Bangor.
of A1 Hamelink who served as program consisted of a religious Child’s Environment,"Rev. Hcerecal lodge will charter a bus for
groups into Camp Fire.
Field. 7:45 p.m.
slogan bciiig used this week as all
foreman, started building opera- flim, special musical selections, ma cited four factors included in
the trip.
Climax of the Membership
Discharged
Saturday
were
Mrs.
girls
ages
eight
to
18
are
being
tions at 6:45 a.m. and laid a footThe October committee was apSpecial Meeting Held by
business and a devotional session. this environment.First, a child Clara Faber, 243 West 121th
March
will be a training course
ing of oversize blocks, filling the
pointed as follows; Mrs. Jenny invited to join Blue Bird, Camp for all leaders, tentativelyschedThe Allegan county Sunday must have an environment to alholes with cement. Water and School convention will be held in low his personalityto develop with St.; Lawrence Smith. 625 Steke- Keller, chairman, Mrs. Mary Fire and Horizon club groups.
Bethlehem Chapter,
tee; Mrs. Marvin Wabeke and
Men and women of the city are uled for Oct. 26 and 27.
gravel had to be hauled from a
the
local Reformed church on freedom; second, a proper balance twin sons, route 3; Mrs. James M. Streur, Mrs. Fanny Weller, Mrs.
Junior high groups will be re*
•tar of Bethlehem chapter No. mile away. By 2 p.m. all the
Thursday Oct. 12, featuringan must exist between love and disci- Klooz and daughter, 1642 SoSuth Minnie Serier, Mrs. Ruth Buurs- invited,too, as sponsors and load- organizedin the hope that nev*
40, Order of Eastern Star, held a blocks were laid and at 6 p.m. the
ers,
according
to
.Mrs.
Albert
Timpline; third, it must be a stable
ms and Mrs. Adeline Van Dam.
girls will find friendship groups,
•pedal meeting in the chapter roof rafters were up. An alumi- afternoon and evening session. A environment,and fourth, an en- Shore drive: Mrs. Minna WilliamThe Past Noble Grand club will mer, executive director,who em- Mrs. Timmer said. All ninth grade
banquet will follow the afternoon
son,
route
3;
Roger
Bronson,
482
rooms Thursday night. Past ma- num roof and a cement floor were
phasized
that
"there
is
fun
for
vironmentin which children learn
divisionalconferences.
girls arc invited to meet at the
West 21st St.; Raymond O. meet at the home of Mrs. Edith everyone in Camp Fire."
trons and patrons were guest of- completed at 8 p.m. By that time
Gordon Veen is slowly improv- to meet life in reality. In closing Feuder, route *6; Mrs. Harold Moomey on Tuesday, Oct. 3.
ficers for initiatory work.
The local drive is being con- Camp Fire office Oct. 5, when
a door was up, and locked. Bunks
Following the business session,
ing from his illness. He has been the speaker said, "Our children Knoll, route 4.
Mw. M. Yelton and Arthur were in place too.
ducted
through the schools with future plans will lx? discussed.Opguitar and accordion selections
confined to -his home for nearly are here for the praise of the
portunities to serve the communAdmitted
Sunday
were
Earl
White, worthy matron and patron,
The work team packed their four weeks. His mother, Mrs. C. Maker, not for our satisfaction."
were presentedby Miss Evelyn sixth grade girls and their leaders ity will be offered this age group
Miller, 600 Elmdale court; Mrs.
respectively,were guest officers. tools and left the site at 9 p.m.
serving
as
hostesses
at
memberNew officers were installed by Arthur M. Witteveen, route 4; George and Vivian Hill. The reVeen, has been assisting in the
and a baby sitting course for oldMrs. Robert Welton and Mrs. and arrived home at 2:30 a.m.
mainder of the evening was spent ship events. All third grade girls er girls is being considered.
Mrs. Herbert Daverman of Grand
home.
Mrs.
Carla
Colebaugh.
West
OlJack Slooter sang during the iniThe 16 by 22-foot cabin has
playing cards. Mrs. Garnet Knoll are invited into the Blue Bird
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haverdink Rapids. Mrs. Daverman is presiMembers of the 11th and 12th
tiatory work.
bunks for 12, welded together and Mr. and Mrs. G. Klingenberg dent of the Central council of Par- ive; Mrs. Charles Veldheer,241 and her committee were in charge program while fifth grade girls grades have Issued invitationsto
East
14th
St.;
Mrs.
Jack
Van
Mrs. Thomas Longstneet,worthy three high, and there’s plenty
will "fly up” into Camp Fire.
have returned from a four-week ent-Teachers associations. Officers Bragt, 324 West 13th St.; Mrs. of the program and refreshments.
matron of the chapter, presented more room for cots, should all 15
Plans included membership act- all 10th grade girls and newcomtrip to the West Coast. They installed were Adrian Woldring, Henry Banger, 200 East 16th St.;
ers in the school for a Welcome
each past officer with a gift.
ivities
at Froebel school on Monshare-holders descend at the same
traveled about 7,000 miles and vice president, and Mrs. Anthony Bert Zweering, 82 West 17th St.; George Zwemer Killed
Tea
to 1)0 held Tuesday, Oct. 3, in
day, at Lincoln school today;
Announcement was made of an time.
Klingenberg, secretary.
were in 17 states.
Hope church parish hall The
Mrs. Thomas Mahon, 131 West
Longfellow
school
on
Friday;
invitation to a Douglas chapter
The cabin has a single room and
In Chicago Accident
Supt. Bert P. Bos announced 28th St.
horizon program again will Inmeeting on Monday, Oct. 2. Four two windows with steel window
Mon tel lo Park school on Oct. 3;
plans for future PTA meetings and
Discharged
Sunday
were
Mrs.
Washington
school Oct. 9, and clude service at the local hospital,
officers from the local chapter sa^h. One window can easily be- Woman Fined $100 on
George
Zwemer,
63,
of
7652
introduced hte new teachersin the Norman A. Dunn and infant,556
Mrs. Timmer said.
Federal school, Oct. 13. It is
have been invitedto participatein re moved and a fireplacebuilt
local Christian school system. Mrs. WashingtonAve.; Mrs. Gordon Perry Ave., Chicago, was killed
Beer-to-Minor
Count
a friendship meeting. The local should that issue come up next
Saturday morning when his car planned to complete the memberGrand Haven (Special) — Mrs. Vernon Reidsma, local delegate Ver Hulst and infant, route 6; jumped the curb and ran into a ship march by the end of Octchapter also has been invited to year.
to the PTA conference, reported Mrs. Chester Piersma and infant,
Drank Charges
Eastern Star Villa at Adrian, for
Sharing in the venture are Jennie Collee Wood, 66, proprie- briefly.
building on State St. in Chicago. ober.
125
East
39th
St.
Grand Haven (Special)— James
open house on Oct. 1.
Mrs. Timmer announced that
Webb Dalman, John Mulder, tor of Well Cafe, Grand Haven, John Bouwman, PTA president,
Police believe he had a heart atHospital
births
include
a daughpleaded
guilty
to
a
charge
of
Cook,
32, and his brother, Lee
Refreshmentswere served to 75 Glenn Geerlings,Mel Jousma,
many exjieriencedlenders are conpresided.John Keuning closed the ter, Carolyn Joyce, bom Saturday tack before losing control of the
members attending.
John Borchers, Ia?s Lemson, Bob selling a case of beer to a 20- meeting with prayer.
car. He died on the way to St. tinuing services this year and Cook, 44, both of Grand Haven,
to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Van Dyke,
several rew leaders have been arrested by officers of the sherOosterbaan, Wayne Harrington year-old minor on Sept. 20 and
George hospital
route 6; a son, Mark Bryant, bom
obtained. Vacancies in leadership riff's department Saturday night
A’ Hamelink. Don Caauwe, Bud paid $100 fine and $4.85 costs.
Surviving
are
the
wife;
his
faMarriage Licensee
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Van Tak, Nick Havinga, Lam, The complaint was by city police. World War II Mothers
ther, C. P. Zwemer of Holland; will prevent some children from on US-16 in Marne were arraignFrom Tuesday’s Sentinel)
Wildman,
80 East 13th St.; a son,
George
Zietlow,
34,
of
MuskeWabeke and Brower.
two
sisters, Mrs. Herman Bartels participating in the program,she ed before Justice Howard Erwin of
Ottawa County
Daryl Wayne, born Saturday to
gon Heights, charged by the sher- Have Party in GAR Room
Coopcrsville Monday, James on a
of Muskegon and Mrs. A art De said.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Stewart,
63
Charles Risselada,63, and Neliff’s department with reckless
New Blue Bird leaders include charge of drunk driving and Lee
Jongh of Los Angeles, Calif.; two
About
50
women
attended
a
West First St.; a daughter, Karen
lie Welling, 56; James DeRidder,
driving in Ferrysburg on Sept. 18
Mrs. John Lappinga, Mrs. Eugene for disorderlyconduct. Both pleadparcel post party of Mothers of Jean, born Sunday to Mr. and brothers, Jacob Zwemer of Hol19, and Bernice Elaine DeKoster,
after he lost control of his car,
land
and John Zwemer of Frannie, Vaide Vusse, Mrs. Daniel Vander ed not guilty and furnished $200
World
War
II
Wednesday
night
Mrs. Kenneth Beelen, 93 West
18, all of Holland; Charles Beedon,
(From Tuesday’* Sentinel)
and ran into several trees along
Worf, Jr., and Mrs. C. E. Laitsch. bond and $100 bond, respectively,
Wyo.
21, Muskegon, and Lorraine RowThe King’s Daughters mission- the shoulder of the road, paid in the GAR room, City hall. Mrs. 13th St.; a daughter, Christi Rae,
Mrs. William Pluim, Jr., Mrs. Ed- for trial set for Oct. 3 at 2 p.m.
Blanche Shaffer, president, con- bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Rusell, 20, Holland; La Verne Bernard ary group, of the local Reformed $25 fine and $5.45 costs.
ducted
the
meeting.
sell De Vette, 17 West 10th St.
Welling, 26, Holland, and Doris church meeting met in regular
Spring Lake Man Dies
Both were airaigned before
Special guests were Mrs. ElAnn Kole, 20, Lawton; Edwin monthly session last week at the Justice George Hoffer this mornAt Municipal Hospital
sie Jones of St. Joseph, past naKatt, 22, Ferrysburg, and Patricia home of Betty Dangremond. The ing.
tional
president,
Mrs.
Hope
Evelyn Alker, 19, Grand Rapids.
president, Shirley Reimink, preGrand Haven (Special)— Ralph
Brown of Lawrence, state presisided and Rosemary Tanis conWorkman, 58, of 302 River St.,
dent,
and
Mrs.
Goldie
Ilarmond,
ducted devotions.Mission study
Bride-Elect
Spring Lake, died Sunday night
state historian.Several South
on the Winnebago Indian work
in Municipal hospital where he
Haven
members
were
present,
inwas discussed by Ella Lou Brink.
JULY
was taken Thursday.He had been
cluding a mother whose son has
The hand work that has been done
ill the last five months.
been
missing
in
Korea
since
July.
VJti
by this group during the past few
He was born In Muskegon Jan.
During a business session it
months will be packed at the next
18, 1892, and moved to Spring
was planned to make 12 pairs of
meeting and shipped to a mission
Lake 28 years ago. He was a
pajamas
for
veteran
patients
at
station.
member of Spring Lake Christian
Sunshine sanatorium. They will
A number of local people atReformed church, which he served
be
made
at
the
Oct. 4 meeting,
tended the convocationexercises
as deacon for six years and aswhen all mothers of veterans inat Hope Memorial chapel last
sistant Sunday school superintenterested
in
helping
hospitalized
Wednesday. '
dent for 20 years. He was also an
veteransare invited to attend.
Lloyd Hoffman has sufficiently
ex-Scoutmaster.
He served on reAnnouncement
was
made
of the
recovered from a mastoid operacreation committee of Spring
districtmeeting to be held Oct.
tion to resume his school work.
Lake village and was a member
10 in Hartford.
The Rev. A. H. Stabbingquietof the city council for 10 years.
Mrs.
Brown
spoke
briefly and
ly observed his 94th birthday an• He is survived by the wife,
Mrs.
Jones
praised
the
Mothers
niversary on Sept. 20 in the home
Elizabeth; a son, Howard, of
for the work. She said that now,
of his son H. D. Strabbingwith
Highland Park, a sister and tyree
during this war, the mothers must
whom he has lived for more than
brothers.
work harder than ever before.
qr> ' v
the past six years He retired
She .told of the All-Americanconfrom the active ministry over 20
ference, of which she is a permaSaccambs at 93
years ago and spent most of his
nent delegate, and its anti-comAllegan (Special) — Mrs. Ella
retiring years in Holland, until
munism campaign. She also told
Horton, 93, life-longAllegan resiMiss Bette Anne Ross
the death of Mrs. Strabbing in
of her recent campaign tor state
Mr. and Mrs. Judson O. Ross dent, died Sunday In her home.
1944. This is his third time of
legislatorfrom Berrien county.
of
Detroit announce the engage- Funeral services were held ’ at
reiktency in Hamilton, having
Miss PHyllis M. Korstonje
/ During the social hour, refreshJon* Ruth Vondermyd*
served the local pastorate twice.
The betrothal of Misi PhyMia ments were served by Mrs. Melva ment of their daughter, Bette 2 p.m. Wednesday from Gordon
MILTON TIMMERMAN
.....
.......... Holland, Midi.
Anne, to Ronald Fortney, son .if funeral home with burial in
Despite his advanced age he at*
Mrwjd Mi*. John Vandermyde, tends church quite regularly,and Mary Korstanje to Frank D. Lok- Crowle and her committee.
WARD
KEPPEL ............... ........... Zeland, Midi.
Mountain
Home
cemetery, Otsego.
Mrs.
Alice
Fortney,
49
East
18th
ker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
’follanO, announcethe en- takes short walks every day.
Surviving are three sons, a daughSt., and the late Fay Fortney.
HARRY PETROEUE
....... ......... Zeeland!Midi.
A. Lokker, 30 East 12th St, has
The United States and Russia
of their daughter, Jane
ter, 10 graridchildrenand 15 great
The Senior Christian Endeavor been revealed by her parents, Mr.
J.
P.
EWING
..........
.....
...... . Byron Center, Mich.
aro only 31 miles apart in the
Vruggink, son of service last Sunday featured the
Glycerine is used as a baae for
and Mrs. Anthony Komtanje, 526 Aleutian*— the distancebetween the ointments and emulsions which grandchildren.
THEODORE
J.
SHIELDS
...................
Fennville, Mich.
hn Vruggink,24 topic, 'ImportantIssues Facing
the Little Diomede and Big Dio- carry the sulfa drugs to the fightJ.
W.
NIENHUIS
.......
.......
Route
No.
2,
Holland, Mich.
Ave., Zeeland.
Tennessee has 273,600 farms,
Our CountVTodayFwfth
"**“* *“ mede islands
ing fronts.
with an average value of |3,000.
'
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A
Holland Girl Listed

Charter Group

As 15th Polio Case
Grand Haven (Special) — The
loth case of polio in Ottaw*a

Reasons

Cites

county, was reported by the Otta-

For Another Vote

wa county health department
Tuesday.
Sixteen-year-old
Barbara Bell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fidell
Bell, 474 Rifle Range Rd.; Hol-

L.
'rasa

. Nine-Member Group
Feeb Light Ballot

.

Helped With Defeat

M

(Th» charter commission met
Thursday night in the city clerk’s
office to discuss the document
that will be resubmittedat the

land, was admitted to Blodgett
hospital, Grand Rapids, Sept. 22,
and on Sept. 25, her case was diagnosed as polio.
The date of onset was Sept. 17.
Involvement is in the right arm,
shoulder, right leg, biceps, back
and lower arms. Her condition is
reported as fair.

Nov. 7 general election.Attending

**

were: Vernon D. Ten Cate, Raymond Mooi, Isaac Kouw, Mrs. Edward Donivan, Alfred Joldersma,
Daniel Vander Werf, Bruce Raymond, Raymond Holwerda, John
F. Donnelly. The charter group

897 Enrolled at Hope;
Soph Clast Largest
'

Official Hope college enroll-

ment figures were announced today by Registrar Paul E. Hin-

outlined its reasons for resubmitting the document that was defeated at an earlier election June

26-Editor)
The Charter Commission
"In response to many requests,
the Charter Commission has asked the Common Council to re
submit the proposed charter to
the voters of Holland at the general electionin November.’’
"In taking this action, the Commission was guided by several important considerations.The most
important was the fact that a
small minority of the electors defeated the measure in the first
election.”

"Out of more than 8,000 registered voters only 1,464 people
voted against the charter. This
is approximately one-sixth of the

4

"We're out to make that quota this year in record
time,” George M. Good, presidentof the Community Chest board of directors(left),says to Robert
J. Kouw, campaign director, as they study quotas
and programs for the annual drive which will be
staged the week of Oct. 16. Working with the two

munity Chest, described as one of the greatest of
all

American charities.
(Penna-Sas photo)

There are 35 special students,
25 men and 10 women.

Wed

in

Gerald Helder (center),chairman of the Holland
Charity Horse show, Is shown; presenting a check
for the proceeds of this year’i event to R, O. De
Weerd, chairman of the Llofis Blind and Sight
Conservation fund at the Liohs
one meeting Tuesday
at the Warm Friend Tavern. Looking on (extreme

V

Back

to

Korea
W:'

m

his first job will be to set up an
interpreters’school for the Kor
Center, West Michigan Children’s cans. A staff of 12 Americans Is
Center, Civic Health and Cancer waiting in Japan to join in the
project.

Dr. Van Patten’s family will
lows:
remain in Holland and will be
Industy, $23,067; businessand living at 100 East 15t£ St. His
professional,$7,885; national son, James II, 16, and a daughcorporations,$490; schools and ter, Barbara, 14, are attending
colleges, $1,500; public employes, Holland high school.
$545; individualgifts, city. $2,843;
The state department attache
"A third considerationthat Kouw has appointed the follow- individual gifts rural, $985 for had left Seoul on the next to the
hurt the adoption of the charter ing chairmen: industrialfor SSP north side and $985 for south side. last plane shortly after the ComThe industrial drive will be munist invasion June 25. He had
was the first impression that (Single SolicitationPlan), 0. W.
many people had that it was en- Lowry; business and professional,staged a week or two in advance been in that country only seven
tirely a new type of city govern- Robert Wolbink and Bruce Mik- of the regular campaign.
weeks as director of a newly esZeeland city will stage Its an- tablished English Teaching instiment. By now the voters should ula; national gifts, Mayor Harry
have been able to see that the Harrington;schools and colleges, nual Community Chest drive for tute in Seoul.
new charter is truly a revision of E. E. Brand; public employes, $8,000 the same week under the
the old, and that the differences William Koop. Harry Kramer and directionof Paul Ter Avest, campaign chairmen. Carl Rogers and Heart Attack Is Fatal
between the two are fewer than Jack Barendse.
House-to-houspcanvass in the Vernon Poest head the industrial
the similarities."
For Grand Haven
The commission changed noth city will be in charge . of Mrs. division; Norwood Hubbell and
ing that it felt would be better Neal Tiesenga and Mrs. John Lloyd Plewes, commercial; Jack
Grand Haven (Special) — Herleft unchanged. The same wards Ticscnga, assisted by a large team De Witt and Mrs. Paul Van Ecne- bert De Witt, 54. died unexpectedare kept, the council still controls of captains and teams. Gerald naam, professional;T. P. Whitsitt ly of a heart attack at his home,
the affairs of the city, several of Elenbaas will head the suburban and Anna Telgenhof, outside in- 115 Lafayette St., early Saturday.
the boards continue to operate drive on the north side and Mrs. terests; C. J. Yntema and Rosa- He had a previous attack a month
departmentsunder the guidance James F. White on the south side. mond Moll, house canvass.
ago.
of the council.The principal
He was born in Spring T^ake
change was merely that the countownshipMarch 9, 1896, and had
Michigan Docked Here
cil be given a man to co-ordinate Marriage Licenses •
lived there until throe years ago
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
the various departments of 'the
The tanker Michigan entered when he moved to Grand Haven.
fol-

"A

fourth and final point is
that many people were surprised
by particular points in the new
charter which they did not like
and they voted against the whole
charter on the strength of one
or two small points. They now
realize that it is not possible to
get a piece-meal improvement of
the old charter. If they want the

Ottawa County
Deters, 19,
route 2, Hamilton, and Dorothy
Jean Lokker, 19, Holland; John
Arens, 20, route 3, Hudsonville,
and Jane L. Schut, 19, route 1,

Howard Jerome

Holland harbor Sunday at 7:50

am,

according to the U.S. Coast

Guard. The tanker,

bringing a
load of oil to the Texas Co., is still
docked here. The Daniel McCool,
cemofit boat entered the harbor
Hudsonville;Bertus Laveme
today at 12:15 and docked aLMePyle, 22, route 1, Zeeland, and
dusa Portland Cement dock at
Edna Pearline Bosgraaf, 18, route
12:30 pm.
1, Hudsonville;F. D. Fountain,
28, . Janesville,Wis., end Nancy
Hospital Notes
benefits of the new charter, they De Witt, 23, Grand Haven.
(From Wednesday'sKontinel)
must take the whole charter. It
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Admitted to Holland hospital
Is, according to state law, either
Ottawa County
Tuesday were Mrs. Bertha Zwiers,
all or none."
Milton Start, 24, Spring Lake, 30 East 18th St.; Gertrude Vos,
"For these reasons, the commission feels that the voters and Pauline Irene Viening,24, Hamilton.
DischargedTuesday were Earl
^ • should be given another oppor- Grand Haven; Jacklyn Richard
tunity to bring their city govern- Kluitenberg, 18, route 4, Holland, Miller, 600 Elmdale court; Mrs.
ment up to date, and that a ma- and Annabelle Boeve, 19, Holland. Thelma Edwards route 6; Mrs.
Joan Silva, 314 Central Ave.;
jority of the whole electorate
Sandra Van Langevelde, 136 East
should be given the right to say
Yoaths Bound Over
15th St.
how we shall be governed."
Two youths charged with breakHospital births include a daugh‘In conclusion, we would like
to add that any member of the ing and entering a concession ter, Kathy Lou, bom Monday to
charter commissionwould be very stand at Tunnel park Oct. 18, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Vander Veen,
glad to talk to any group of in- have waived examinationin Jus- 194 West 20th St.; a son, Kenneth
terested citizens, so that the citi- tice C. C. Wood's court and have Dean, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
zenry of Holland may be inform- been bound over to the October Gerald Scholten, route J.
ed as to the provisions of the session of Circuit Court. The
youths are Jack Chrjsdell,17, of
Tlie first session of the supreme
proposed charter."
route 4 and Kenneth DeNeff, 17, court of the U.S. was held in New
of route 4.
York City in 1790.
14th Case of Polio

Hits

Ottawa County

Grand Haven

(Special)— Michael Graham, three-year-oldson of

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Graham,
218 Elm St., Ferrysbug,was in
fair condition Monday in St.
Mary’s hospitalwhere he was taken Saturdayafternoon ill of polio.
The child was taken to Municipal hospitallast Thursday, and
his case was diagnosed as polio on

Family

in

Emphasizing"the spiritualbrotherhood of man Instead of reliance on destructive means at our
disposal,"Dr. R. T. Lustig, atomic
research scientist and lecturer
from Grand Rapids, spoke before
a capacity crowd of Lions club
members and guests at the club’s
weekly luncheon meeting at the
Warm Friend Tavern Tuesday

truth of the matter i* that "thi*
country’s universities are eyolvipg
agmKtica." He blamed lack of
fundamentalteaching.
"There is no essentialdifference
between religion and science,"Dr.
Lustig outlined."More and more
we're realizingthat from nuclear
physics we are transgressing to «
phase of science-religjon called

R.

m

He outlined the progress of sd
ence through the predominanceof Jerry Altena Honored \
chemistry through the first war,
physics in World War II, and now On 10th Anniversary
into the strata of the newer and
Mrs. John Altena entertained a
more "nefarioua" scientificinnovations of nuclear physics, main group of boys Tuesday honoring
ly the development of the atom her son, Jerry, who celebrated Ms
10th birthday anniversary.
and hydrogen bombs.
Games were played and prims
Blasting the theory that bombing Russia, or as he put It "drop- were awarded winners.A twoping a few atomic pineapples on course lunch was served by Mrs.'
Uncle Joe" is not a solution.He Altena, assisted by Mrs. Merit

t)

Man

city."

right), presidentof the
Holland Lions, and F. A. Gromm (right), president
of Muskegon’s chapter,smile their approval.

Godforce. '
noon.
"Man is complicatedand has
Co-highlightingthe meeting was
presentation of a check for $172.- problems which must be dealt
71 by Gerald Helder, chairman of with by mental processes and not
the Holland Charity horse show. by physical alone."
Lastly he assorted that human
The check representedproceeds
from this year’s show and will go laws are comparable to laws of
to the Lions’ Blind and Sight Con- radar. Man's mind works much
like radar, with the negative emoservation project.
The topic of Dr. Luatlg’s ad- ti6n of hate, the most terrifying
dress was "War Prevention— Men- single human emotion of all,
"Hate, projected at someone, Is
tal and Moral Phases."
The scientist presented some of caught up and rejected right
the problems which exist in the back."
O. De Weerd arranged the
world today due to "new advances
in the realm of nuclear physics." program and introduced Dr. Lus"No matter how futile condi- tig. President E. R. Dangremond
tions look now," he said, "I think preeided. Guests were introduced
that a third world war can be and group singing was lead by
Gerrit Wiegerink.
averted.”

Commun- Salvation Army. Boy Scouts,
Michigan Children^Aid, Youth

Breakdown of. the quota

Dangremond (second from

Research Scientist Tells
War Prevention Phases

people qualifiedto vote. The comRobert Greenhoe will direct
A goal of $38,300 has been
Dr. James Dyke Van Putten
mission feels that a real majorpublicityand the R£v. J. Kenneth who has been in and around Hoi
ity of the people should express adopted for the 1950 campaign of
Hoffmasterwill work through the
themselves on so important a the Holland Community Chest
land since early July when he
clergy.
matter."
which will be staged here the
Included in the agencies are was evacuated from Korea, re
"The next general ' election week of Oct. 16.
United Health and Welfare which ceived orders Thursday from the
should provide a better opporThe goal Is $967 more than last provides a> single fund for a num- State department at Washington
tunity for such a majority."
year's goal of $27,333 and covers ber of agencies which previously
to return to Korea.
"Secondly, the shortness of the same agencies which Holland
conductedseparate drives, Visiting He left Holland by plane
time between the completion of
sponsored last year.
Nurse association, Crippled Chil- Sunday lor Washington and then
the charter and its submission to
Robert J. Kouw will be cam- .dren, Good Fellow foundation,
leave for Tokyo. From there he
the people worked against its
paign director this year, working Camp Fire girls, Summer camp,
Is scheduled to go to Seoul where
adoption. When the charter was

society.

left) la Dr. R. T. Lustlg, atomic scientist and lao>
turer, who waa apeaker at the meeting.E. R,

Zeeland Church

Van Putten Going

Cornmunity Chest Drive
Will Open Here Oct. 16

in co-operationwith the

I

tal 183.

Couple

completed the commissionwas
ity Chest board of directors headankious to have the benefits of
ed this year by George M. Good as
the charter quickly available to
president.Other officers are Mrs.
the city."
J. D. Jencks, secretap'; William
"Unfortunately • many people
DeLong, treasurer. Directorsare
did not have sufficient time to
Mrs. Bert Sellcs, C. C. Andreastudy the charter. They wisely
sen, the Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffvoted against something they did
not fully understand. By now ma,ster, Peter Kromann, Burleigh
Patterson, Wilbur C. Cobb, Herthey have had time to study it and
many have decided to support the man Vander Maat, Beth Marcus
and O. W. Lowry.
charter."

.

men and the board will be hundreds of volunteer
workers who unselfishlygive of their time and
talentseach year to furtherthe work of the Com-

kamp. Total enrollment la 897.
The, sophomore class, with 234
students, is the largest. The number includes 151 men and 83 women. The freshman class has 226,
including 148 men and 78 women.
The junior class has 139 men and
80 women, totaling 219; the senior class, 130 men, 53 women, to-

a-«

said

it

must come through mental

Cook.

Attendingwere Kenneth Michmerhuizen,Jimmy Kool, Donald
Mr. and Mrs. tavern De Jong*
'The problems of the world are Vander Leek, Kenneth Beltman,
(de Vries photo)
Andrew Buursma, Dan Bos, Bobnot
technical or physical,”he as
For the past 10 years he was in
Miss Cora lee Walcott Nie« and white gladioli and white delphinby Appledorn, Gary Kok, David
sorted. 'They are inter-relational,
the contracting and building busi- Lnvern De Jonge were married iums tied to streamers
Sandahl and Don and Paid Cook.
that
Is,
in
the
field
of
human
reness.
Friday evening, Sept. 15, in a
Miss Magdalene Walcott attendHe was a member’ of First Re- •double ring ceremony at Zeeland ed her sister as maid of honor. lations."
In his travels, Dr. Lustig noted New Stamp Received
formed church. On April 1, 1922, Bible church. The service was. read She wore an orchid taffeta gown
that
the Russians are essentially A new thrce-cent stamp markDeW'itt married the former Clara at 8 p.m. by the Rev, Peter Nieuw- with matching mitts and a floral
Deephouse.
koop before a candlelighted headpiece. She carried a colonial a Godless people and that we are ing the 100th anniversary of
Surviving are the wife; two altar decorated with palms, ferns, bouquet of yellow roses and white supposedlyGod fearing. But the California’sadmittance to the union was received by the post office
daughters, Mrs. Robert W. McKay candelabra and floor vases of hy- carnations. Misses Genfldineand
Friday. The stamp was first reof Muskegon township, and Mrs. drangeas.
Hazel Walcott, also sisters of the master and mistress of ceremonies
leased in Californiaon Sept 9. It
Harold Oppermann, of Grand
bride,
were
bridesmaids.
Tliey
at
the
reception
for
125
guests
at
The bride Is the daughter of
Haven; two sons, Norman of Henry Walcott of Drenthe and has wore nile green and yellow taffeta Zeeland City hall. Guests attended pictures a pioneer and his wife
with their covered wagon and oxSpring Lake township,and Hermade her home for the last 17 gowns, resi>ectively, fashioned like from Grand Rapids, Dowagiac, en. To the left of middle of the
bert, Jr., at home; his mother,
that
of
the
maid
of
honor.
Tkey
Jackson, Chicago and Holland
years with Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mrs. Anna Do Witt of Grand Nios, 58 West Cherry St., Zeeland. wore matchingmitts and bands of Miss TheressaDe Haan and Miss stamp a gold miner is shown panHaven; five brothers, Peter of The groom’s parents are Mr. and flowers in their hair. Their colon- Nora Hoffmeyer served at the ning a stream for nuggets. The
words, "Centennial of Statehood,
Spring Lake, Claus, Dan and Dave
Mrs. Martin De Jonge, zoute 2, ial bouquets included yellow roses punch bowl and Mrs. Gordon De 1850 to 1950,” appeared in the upof Spring Lake township, and Zeeland.
and while carnations.
Jonge Mrs. Ivan De Jonge per middle.
Stuart of Omaha, Neb.; also three
Willard De Jonge. brother of the and Miss Audrey De Jonge
Wedding
music
waa
played
by
grandchildren.
Mrs. Willard De Jonge, organist. groom, assisted as best man arranged the gifts. Serving were DRIVER FINED, SENTENCED
Grand Haven (Special)— Daniel
Miss Mary Robbins of Dowagiac Ushers were Clifford and John De the Misses Mary, Lois, Jean and
Municipal Court News
sang "Because,” "I Love You Jonge, also brothers of the groom Ruth LaHuis and Connie and Jean Johnson, 28, Muskegon Heights,
Little Beverly De Jonge, the Nies. Miss Mary Robbins and Har- was sentenced Saturday morning
Three persons paid traffic fines Truly" and "Saviour, Like a Shepgroom's niece, as flower girl, wore vey Huizenga were soloists during by Justice George Hoffer to pay
in Municipal Court Wednesday. herd Lead Us."
Roger E. Voss, 350 River Ave.,
The bride, given in marriageby a gown of white organdy over pink the reception and Phyllis and $100 fine, $11.35 costs and serve
paid $32 on a speeding charge. her father, wore a heavy satin taffeta, with matching bonnet. Marilyn Mathieson sang a duet five days in the county jail, afFor their wedding trip to north- ter pleading guilty to' a drunk
John Vander Bock, route 5, paid gown with yoke of Chantilly lace, She carried a basket of rase petals.
$12 for failure to give the right of shirred fitted bodice, long taper- Mickey Nios, nephew of the bride ern Michigan,the bride wore a driving charge. City police arrestway to a pedestrian.Augustin Es- ing sleeves and a full skirt with was ring bearer. He wore a white two-piece dress of navy taffeta, ed Johnson early Saturday morncobar, 29 South River Ave., paid train. Her fingertipveil of illusion suit and carried the rings on a navy and gray accessories and a ing on Washington St.
$5 for not havnig an operator's was held in place by a satin tiara satin pillow.
corsage of white gladioli. After
license.
Montreal was the capitalof Can*
trimmed with orange blossoms. Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Veenboer., Oct. 1, they will be at home at
ada from 1844 to 1849.
She carried a white Bible with uncle and aunt of the bride, were i route 2, Zeeland,
and

intellectual dimensions of the
"spiritual."

•

Zeeland Has Four Generations

mmmm
'-zm

Saturday.
14 th case of
Ottawa county so far this

Hisjnarksthe
polio in

year.

By-Pass Not Planned

Commissioner Says
The planned by-pass frorA M-21
running south to where it joins
VS-31 in the vicinity of 48th St. is
in the indefinitefuture,. State
Highway Commissioner Charles
M. Ziegler said in a letter to City

Clerk ClarenceGrevengoed Monday.:

The highway commission is
short of funds. If the next legislature appropriates more money it
would be possible to build the bypass within several years.
The planned by-pass Would take
heavy trafficoff Eighth St and
River Aye., much as the recently
completed sister by-pass, which

runs from’ M-21 to the US-31
When Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mrs. Henry Le Poire, Zeeland,
Grand Haven alignment, does Zwart of Luverne, Minn., visited their grandchildren.Mr. and Mrs.
now.
here recently, they completed the Bemie LePoire, and great grandOil is obtained from tomato and meeting of four generations,^hey daughter, Marjorie Lynn LePoire,
grape seeds in Europe.
•visited their children,Mr. and nine njonths old, also of Zeeland.

Iv

* ft?

.
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Here Is the current edition of
Seated aret Mr. and Mrt. Zwart Hope’s football team. (left to
and Marone Lynn. Standing left
right, bottom row:) WHUam Dyto right, are Mrs. Henry Le Pqire,
Mrs. Bernie Le Poire, Bemie Le er, Bob Dethmen, Herman NienPoire end Henry Le Poire. ,(De buls, Jerry Van Dnlne, Jack Lane,
Bill Bocks, Ron Appledorn,Jim Van
Vries photo).

Hoeven, Ed Leverette, Ted Bar- Uoyd Beckman,
rett, Clayton Borgman. (second manager, (third row:) Coach A1
row:) John Zak, manager, Paul Vaaderbuah; Neil
Vander Meer, Ron Stegehuis, Johnson, J
Herb Stouten, Lynn Post, Jerry Stone, John N<
vlk.’rL'i-.
Oroters, Rob Frifeldt, Ron Ship- hen, Fred Tonkmsn,
Ross De Vette.
per, Don Van Ingen, Bill Hlngs, Gene Nyenhuls, Harry
\

THE

HOLLAND CITT NEWS

Sunday School Holland
Lesson
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28,
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tion in that city Sunday evening,
Sept. 24. The minister has accepted a call to South Olive.
The many friends of the Rev.
and Mrs. A. Van Bronkhorst, who
were recently appointed missionaries to Japan, will be interested to know that thesj mission(Following Is the ninth in the
aries expect, to pass through Hol- series of weekly articles taken
land en route to Japan next Monfrom news of the Ottawa County
day, Sept. 25.
Times published more than 45

Good
Old Days
In the

In 1916

October 1, 1950
Christian Living
Romans 12:9-21
By Henry Geerlings

HOIUND

(Following is the 476th in the
series of weekly articles taken
from news of the Holland Daily
There are difficulties in the Sentinel published more than 35
way of Christian living. Some of years ago.)

Woman’s Club

Dutch Preparing

Plans Luncheon
Reservationsfor the Woman’s

For First League

Literary club luncheon to be held

\Varm Friend Tavern next
Tuesday at 1 p.m. must be made
by Friday, according to Mrs,
Robert Gordon and Mrs. Harold
Klaasen, co-chairmenof divisions.
Assisting with the sale of luncheon ticketsare chairmen of the
club’s six divisions. They are Mrs.
L. G. Stempfly, Mrs. William Dp
Mond, Mrs. Peter Heimenga, Mrs.
in the

Battle This

Week

Rallying his tired forces, Coach
The Holland Fair windup was
years ago.)
all that could be expected conBob
Stupka is putting them
from the outside. Environment
Among the vice presidentschosen
sidering the unsatisfactory weathrough
their paces before the
affects our acquiringII Christian ther conditions. Although the
for the Allegan cdunty Farmers’
£ V v
conference opener against MusThe Home of tfco
living. Our associates in work, in crowd was not as great as last
At
Institute are E. P. Simpson of
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Holland City News
kegon Heights Friday night at
school,in social matters may hin- year more than 2,000 people shivLaketown, Austin Fairbanks of
Published Every Thun*
Promotion
exercises
were
held
Muskegon.
der
or
help
our
Christian
living.
ered
to
the
strains
of
Fischer's
orby the Sentinel
Fillmore, B. J. Albers of Overisel,
“We don’t have any men serting Co. Office 54-56 So we sometimes wonder if Chris- chestra and, In an effort to get in the primary department of
Edwin ' John, Mrt. Harold B. iously hurt but the boys are just
We>t Eighth Street. Hol- tian living is worth what it costs, warm, marched with the Zeeland the First Reformed church Sun- John Kolvoord of Heath and SherNiles, Mrs. Harriet Cook, Mrs. banged up physically so that we
land. Michigan.
and if it is, how are we to pay band which played lustilyeven day school on Sunday morning. man Moored of Salem. C. VV. BritPaul Jones, Mrs. Edward Herp- have to take it kind of easy,”
ton
of
Hopkins
is
president
and
Entered as second class matter at the cost?
while It rained. This news* story
olsheimer,Mrs. A. W. Hertel, Mrs. Stupka said.
The following children were pro- C. B. Welch of Douglas, secretary.
the post office at Holland.Mich.,
Christian living calls for a appeared in the Saturday,Sept.
William H. Boer, Mrs. Ward Hanunder the Act of Congress,March 8.
Guard Rex Young and End Rog
standard by which to determine 16, issue of the Holland Daily Sen- moted to the junior department: This news story appeared in the
ism
sen and Mrs. Adrian Bort.
Lois
Jean
Bos,
Normalea
Bolinau,
March 3 issue of the Ottawa
Eggers have been kept out of the
what it includes and to measure tinel published in 1916.
The annual fall luncheon will rough stuff this week. Young has
w. A. BUTLER, Business Manager how far we have advancedtoward
Pfc. Kenneth Wright
Mrs. George E. Kollen of this Yntema, Isla Marie Ammeraal, County Times published in 1905 by
be followed at 2:30 p. m. by a a serious shoulder bruise and EgLois
Jfan
Bos
Normalea
Bolinau,
M.
G.
Manting.
the full standard of Christian city was signally honored by a
Telephone— News Items 3193
meeting and program in the club gers is limping on
L^st week Wednesday evening
Charley
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191 living.
personal invitationfrom Gov. Betty Wiersma, Alice Julia Tenchouse on Central Ave. The speak- horse. Both are expected to see
kir.ck,
Jeneen
Wharton,
Eunice
the
home
of
Mrs.
Barbara
De
Paul,
speaking
with
authority, Woodbridge N. Ferris to attend
The publisher shall not -be liable
er will be Joan Smith, young front line duty against the
Kossen, Marcia Gras, Mary El- Regt. Graves Place, was burglarizfor any error or errors In printing makes his appeal personal, indi- the 1916 International Recreation
English woman, whose subject Heights.
any advertising unless a proof of vidual. So obligationrests on each Congresswhich is the 10th anni- len Kalman, Karen Klingenberg, ed and about $600 in money was
will be ”1 Came, I Saw, I Stayed."
Marcia
Meengs, • Marlene Meyer, secured.
such advertisementshall have been
The boys have been working on
to cultivateChristian living. It is versary congress of the Playobtained by advertiser and returned
Janice Newell, Patty Beukema,
plays, especially how to cope
Representative
Durham
of
Otin
not
a
mass
movement,
but
an
inground and Recreation Associaby him In time for correction with
with an eight and nine man line,
such errors or correctionsnoted dividualmatter. Christians are re- tion of American, to be held in Bruce Everts, Junior De Jonge, tawa has introduced a bill in the
Jack Holder, Tommy Wolterink, house providing for the establishplainly thereon; and In such case If
used so effectivelyto derail the
cipientsof God’s mercies, and so Grand Rapids, Oct. 2 and 6
Pfc.
Kenneth
Wright,
«on
of
any error so noted Is not corrected,
Wayne Allen Schout, William ment of a township road system Mr. and Mrs. George Wright of
powerful Dutch ground express by
Next week will mark the openpublishers liability shall not exceed are to return their best to God.
Ottawa Hills in the first half of
such a proportion of the entire space In contrast with animal sacri- ing of Hope college for the year Wentzel, Willard Hansen and in the town of Chester,Ottawa 185 Burke Ave., has been missing
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Tommy Van Kley.
occupiedby the error bears to the fices, they offer a human sacrifice,
their game.
county.
The
bill
provides
for
dividThe
male
quartet
composed
of
in action in Korea since Sept. 5.
1916-17.
whole space occupiedby such adverA meeting of the Second Re- ing the township into four disLater in the week, the Stupkaand instead of an animal killed
The parents received a tele- Richard Hbyser. Herman Be re ns,
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John
tisement
formed church Ladies Aid society tricts. a highway commissionerto gram from the War dpartment Sherwin Hungerink and Maurice men will work on aerial defense,
they are to give God a living, DeGoede, a boy.
will be held in the church parlors
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Huyser with their families enjoyed another department in which they
G. F. Bosworth returned yes- on Thursday at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. be named for each Instead of Saturday.
One year 12.00; six months $1.25; thoroughly equipped, serving
"working
out"
the
road
tax
money
Kenneth
enlisted
Jan.
6,
1949
a potluck chicken dinner at the locked anything but impressive
body.
This
service
is
not
only
terday
to
his
home
in
Harvey,
three months 75c; Single copy 5c.
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Dodge Electrical institute.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Bosnia, gagement of their daughter, Vir- secretary.
The tanker, Michigan, left at 7:30 Louis Frickman, 118 Howard St.
President Jefferson purchased The Rev. J. Bruinooge of the
Nelson. Bonnie and Kathy, Kir. ginia, to Bill Timmer, son of Mr.
had a camel corps the Louisiana territory from
p.m. Monday after unloading at
First ChristianReformed church and Mrs. Gerald Ortman and and Mrs. William Timmer, 632
damn regions of France ft* $15 million without
A pair of soldier's shoes in some the Texas company. The tanker
Average per capita shoe conof Grand Haven will preach his Gary Allen, Reynold Banger and Lawn Ave. Plans are being made
combat zones lasts only about two had been held up because of fiwmption in the UJS. is about three
authorizationfrom congress.
farewell sermon to the congrega- Julius Banger.
for an early spring wedding.
weeks.
windy weather.
pairs a year.
these are in us and

some come
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Allegan

Sheriff

Miss Naomi Nelson of Burnips is the acting postmistress of
the Burnips post office.She succeeds her father Jens P. U. Nelson who died several weeks ago.
Mrs. Irene Selby of Burnips is the
assistant post mistress.

Shows

Healthy Balance

CITr

NEWS,

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

2B, 1950

Holland

Burnips

General Fund of

HOLUND

Mrs. G. Hooker and John
Allegan (Special)— The clty'a Hooker and Mrs. Hooker’s father
general fupd showed a healthy were recent visitorsat the home
$47,190 balance at the* end of the of their relativesin this vicinity.
fiscal year, City Manager Philip
Several local people were guests
Beauvais has revealed in his an- at the home of their relatives,
nual report to the city council.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vander Sloat
The fund will be whittled some- of Grand Rapids on a recent Sunwhat, however by ••unexpected day afternoon.
coats such as the $6,500 liability
The Women’s Society for Chris-

Reports

b

sheriff

Talks

at

Kiwanis Club

Ed Hobbie, manager of the
Dairy Action League, Inc., addressed members of the Kiwanis
Rifle shot championahipa this
club, which met Monday night at
Conservation
officer
Elmer
wc^ k -<>nd
the Warm Friend Tavern. He
Detroiters still dominated the Boerman today issued a warning subject was "Keeping Michigan
meet. Ervin Brehcm of Detroit to Ottawa county hunters not to Prosperous."
took the man's championship for
Jump the gun before the opening The speaker was introduced
the first straight year and Ann
by Dan Vander Werf, program
day Oct. 15. In fact, a hunter can’t
Schumaker. 22-year-old Dearborn
chairman. Wiliam Du Mond, club
even have a gun in the same field
telephone operator, racked up her
president, presided and group
with wild game.
second straight women’s titie.
singing was led by Jack Plewes,
For
a
15-day
period
from
Sept.
%
accompaniedby Franklin Van Ry.
30 until Oct. 14. Boerman pointed
A report on the recent state
out, the small game license is void.
"During this time, it is unlaw- convention at Grand Rapids, was
ful to possess firearms in areas given by William Meengs.
Dr. Glenn Van Noord was infrequented by wild birds or
animals," Boerman said. "It’s sort troduced as a guest

Twp accidents causing an estimated $1,075 damage were re-

by

Manager

Dairy League

Hunters Reminded

Small Bore Shoot

Ionia (UP)— Glenn Bonnetteof
Holland, place third in the men's
division of Michigan’*small-bore

Two Accidents
ported'

Man Placei

deputies Mon-

day.

At 4:15 p.m. Saturday a car
driven by Frank Feikema, 305
EasUSeventh St., collided with
a car driven by Ruth Joyce Koop,

Game Law

Of Old

-

116 East 14th St., at the intersection of M-21 and the new US-31
one and a half miles east of Holland.
verxlict against the city, paving of
Damage to the Koop car was
tian Service of the Burnips
Park drive and Marshall street, Methodistchurch met Wednesday estimated at *1175 *by sheriffs ofand the new fire engine. ,
after noon in the home of Mrs. ficers and $100 was estimatedto
Beauvais predicted that the
of a 15— day quiet period set aside
William Fleser of Burnips. The Feikema’s car. Feikema was
downtown parking meters will meeting began at 2 p.m. with Mrs. ticketed for making an improper
In 1913 the U.S. Army had 17
by the .state legislature—the quiet
have paid for themselves by next
airplanes and 23 officers In flight
* Allegan (Special)— Because the before the storm.”
Ray Barnes in charge of the devo- left turn.
Jan. 1, which will mean all reveTommie Smith of Grand Rapids
For nimroda who want to zero training.
tional and business meeting. Mrs.
principalprosecution witness is
nue from them can go toward the
turned
over
twice
one
mile
east
In
their weapons or get the feel of
Jens P. U. Nelson was in charge
out of the state and out of reach
proposed parking lot along the
handling a gun again, there Is an
of the program. The Women’s of Zeeland on M-21 Saturday at
Kalamazoo river. Field work for
of a subpoena, the perjury charge exception.Target shooting can be
Society for Christian Service of 3:30 p.m., when his car ran off
the project has Wen completed,
against Theodore Harmsen, 44, held at any recognized target
the Shelbyville Methodist church the shoulder of the road while he
and construction may be started
were guests of the Burnips so was attemptingto pass another
Hamilton, has been dismissed, range, of which there are several
Rgconditionad and
soon, Beauvais said.
ciety at this meeting. A social car. He was not injured but damProsecutor Chester A. Ray said in the county.
Surveying the year, Beauvais
Goarantggd
Used Coif
age
to the car was estimatedat
This
law
is
an
old
one,
the
of
time followed at which the 10th
this morning.
pointed out that all work originficer said, but hunters have to be
anniversaryof. the Burnips so $800 by officers. He was ticketed
Harmsen’s trial had been let
ally scheduled in the $125,000
for recklessdriving.
STANDARD Oil PRODUCTS
ciety was observed. The name was
for last Thursday and was post- kept reminded of it.
bond issue for water works imFeasible penalty for breaking
changed
10
years
ago
from
the
poned
because
the
court
was
occuWashing
Grtosing
provement had been completed
the law ranges from $17.40 to $107Women’s Mission and Aid society
pied with another case. Ray said
with some additions.
'
Slmonixing
.40
fine
and
costs,
and
a
90-day
he filed a petition for nolle pros‘The improved water systems, to the Women’s Society for Christian Service. A decorated cake
sequi when he was informedWil- jail sentence.
including the new well and pump,
M-21 and Wovgrly Rood
had
10 candles of which five were
liam J. Austin, insurance company
Ralph Smith, route 4, planted multiflorarote on hia farm for a
elevated tank, loop mains, and inThe
Empire
State
building
in
lighted signifyingfive projects
investigator who took Harmsen’s
PhoMi 66360 and 67221
fence, as outlined in hia farm coniervatlon plan with the West
creases in size of mains, together
New York City, 102 stories tall,
Ottawa Soil Conservation district. Smith stands by the planting statement, the basis of the perjury
*vith installationof meters, has done by the society.The hostess
reaches
a
height
of
1,250
feet.
count, could not come to testify
made on June 1, Indicatingthe growth from that time until Sept. 1,
materially reduced waste and the served a lunch to the guests.
Mrs. Katie Brenner is confined
in court.
volume of water demand," Beau"When the people pf Michigan when the picturewas taken by Olln Clay, farm planner.The multiflora rose was planted on fertile,well drained, loamy sand.
Austin had taken the statement
vais said. "It has increased pres- to her home with illness.
understand
the
economic
injury
Miss Naomi Nelson of Burnips
in substance from Harmsen when
sure in all part of the city and
he was questioned about the fire
has enhanced its value for fire motored to Oshtemo sanitarium that would be done their state,
with friends Tuesday.
should the yellow oleomargarine
which destroyed his garage last
protection."
With
Several Burnips people attend- proposal in the November election
June. It was necessary to have
He said repairs and- extension
Austin's testimony that the stateof water mains was still a project ed the Allegan fair on Children’s
be approved, they will vote over(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
to be done, now possible by in- Day last week Tuesday. The Bur
ment was true and not interpreThe Rev. Harold Sonnema of
creased revenue by metered water nips school won third place in the whelmingly against it." Ed Hobtive, Ray explained, and no one
All Maim
service. He urged the council to Rural School Relay contest. St. ble, manager of the Dairy Action North Blendon conducted the
could testify to that except the
take steps eliminating all outside Mary’s school won second place League, Jnc., told the Kiwanis and morning service at the local
Considerable publicity has gone person whp actually took the
in this race.
Optimist clubs at meetings Monprivieswithin the city.
statementin long hand.
church. Prof. William Rutgers of out in regard to multiflora rose,
Adam Fleser of Burnips is ill day. He addressedthe Optimists
The annual cost of graveling
Further, If. the prosecution had
and grading unpaved streets would and is staying at the i^ome of his at their meeting Monday noon and Calvin college had charge of the some good and some not so good. not dismissed the charge, the reHUDSON DEALIR
Goo. Mlnntma, owner
go far in paying the city’s share sister, Miss Emma Flovr of near spoke at the Kiwanis club meet- afternoon service and the Rev. L. L. R. Arnold. Ottawa county agri- spondent’s attorney could refuse
•
W.
8llt Btreal Phene 7148
Washington Square
Van Heyboer of the South Olive cultural agent, says several thous- to go to trial without one of the
Burnips.
ing at night.
of new paving, the manager con
Mr. and Mrs. FrederickZerfas
The Dairy Action League’s church conductedthe evening ser- ands of multiflorarose plants have principal accusers appearing in
tinued.
He expressed hope that resi- of Burnips are the parents of a board of directors is represented vice on Sunday.
open court according to law.
by the Michigan Farm Bureau, The following trio has been been put in for windbreak in Otdents on well built-up gravel baby born this month.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Yonker of Michigan Grange, American Dairy made by the consistory: the Rev. tawa county.
. streets will seek permanent surAbout 40 per cent of the tin In
facing. This year, about $7,000 Burnips announce the birth of a Association of Michigan and lead- Otto Dc Groot of Cleveland. Ohio,
The consenationdepartment of he U.S. is used to produce rustwill be spent on maintenanceof son, Gary Lee, born at the Zee- ing agriculturalgroups in the Dr. William Masselink of Englethe state and the West Ottawa proof containers to carry food and
the city’s dirt streets.
wood, Chicago and the Rev. Teunland hospitallast week. Mrs. Yon- state, Hobbie said.
Soil Conservationdistrict # have medical supplies to the various
The electricdepartmentcontin- ker is the former Miss Morene
The speaker said "In other is C. Van Kooten of New Holland, promoted this program. ,
fightingfronts
ues to climb upward in revenue, Drier, youngest daughter of Mr. states where oleo colored yellow S. D.
The rose on the Ralph Smith
Beauvais said, citing an increase and Mrs. Edward Drier of Bur- is sold, white oleo with the color
A congregational meeting will farm, will grow to the height of
of net income In 1947 of $21,199 nips. The Yonkers also have two capsule for home coloring of the be held Monday evening, Oct. 2,
about eight feet with a width of
to $59,687 the past year. A re- daughters, Sharon, six, and Lin- product has virtually disappeared for the purpose of calling a pastRepair All
about six feet. It does not scatter
duction in the depreciation ac- da three years old.
from the market and the price of or from the trio.
out into the field. From inquiries
Off
Roofs!
count recommendedby auditors,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ponstein
Mrs. Gillis Brower of Burnips yellow oleo has advanced as much
made, Arnold believes
will
accountedfor part of the gain.
announce
the
birth
of
£
daughter
was hostess and Mrs. Jack Tim- as 20 cents a pound as a result.
We'll recover old roofs
He reported a gain in the state mer, assistant hostess,at the Ser- This despite the removal of the last Thursday, Sept. 21, at Zeel- have miles of multi-florahedges
before the program closes.
like new . . . install new
highway trunk line maintenance vice guild of the Forest Grove Re- federal regulatory tax of .10 cents and hospital.
Sportsmen ’ encourage these
ones
reasonably. Esticontract of from $6,000 in 1947 to formed church which met last a pound on yellow oleo.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith anplantings as game is furnished
$10,000 for the coming year.’
mates furnished promptTuesday evening in the Brower
"Every pound of yellow oleo nounce the birth of a son, Richard protection by such.
home.
sold takes 50 cents of buying pow- Allen, Sept. 20 at Zeeland hospiFarmers derive great benefit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Crisman
of
er from Michigan dairy farmers tal.
Arrange that
Scout Men to Meet
from increased yields and less eroBeginning Sunday, Oct. 1, the
Burnips were visitors at the home and their workers. That cuts, down
Sandwich-Soda
ness appointment at The
An assembly of Boy Scout Dission. Arnold believes this new
of Mr. Crisman’s mother, Mrs. the business of the merchants church services will include two
•lar Keldor. Alreonditlonod
819 River A|«,
trict committeemen from 11 displant will become very popular in
Hattie Crisman of Hopkins a with whom they trade, as well as English services in the morning
with enly nationallyadvert
tricts of the Grand Valley council
the near future. At the present
PHONg 7997
tlood kavaragaa Open ter
week
ago
Sunday.
of manufacturersand wholesalers and afternoon.
is scheduled at East Congregation
The Sunday school teachers will time more than 8,000 plants have
your oonvanienoo from 11:00
The
Rev. Forest T. Schumway and their employes in the state,"
church, Oct. 5 starting with a
been set in rows.
A.M. until midnight
hold their sacred meeting on Friis the new pastor of the Sand the speaker said.
6:30 p. m. dinner. W. Wallace
Hill Wesleyan Methodist church
"The
chance
for deception in day at 7 p.m.
Muir, president of the Grand ValThe Men’s socieA Is sponsoring Commission to Meet
located near Burnips. He succeeds the sale of yellow oleo in place of
ley council, has called the meetthe Rev. William Gaerhardt of butter would be greatly increased an inspirational"SocietySeason
The ^Charter Commission Is
MBiROID PRODUCTS
ing. Alter the dinner the memDiamond Springs who has served with commerciallycolored yellow Opener" on Friday, Oct. 6, at 8 scheduled to meet in the city
bers will form into seven differ29 East 6th Street
that church for over five years. oleo, particularlyin cafes and p.m. for all old and new members clerk's office on the second floor
•ent groups to discuss various
cf
the
Men’s
society,
Ladies
Aid
Rev. Schumway will also serve other public eating places," he
of City Hall on Oct. 5, City Clerk
phases of
•
the Diamond Springs Wesleyan said. He concluded by saying "the society and the Golden Hour soci- ClarenceGrevengoed said today.
Methodistchurch as their pastor. dairy industry does not object to ety, with their husbands, wives The meeting is open to the public. Cars Called For and Delivered
The Rev. Earl J> Stine and Mrs. white oleo. or to any other color and frineds. The speaker will be The commission probably will disYou'll Glory In
the Rev. Van Baak of Bauer.
Katherine Shubert were at the but yellow."
cuss the charter and presenting it
JOHN
fETER
B.
The membership certificateof to the public.
Your Wall*
devotional meeting of the Burnips
Gerald Bosch was sent to the
school (Mi Monday morning, Sept.
Payment Completed
Dutch-Kraft
First Baptist church of Richmond,
18. Mrs. Shubert, a missionary,
In last Thursday's Sertinel a Va., at his request.
Don Hartgerlnk — Herm Blok
gave a talk on China.

ADegan Perjury

Count Dismissed

FRED’S GAR LOT

—
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Speaker Decries

Yellow Margarine

Multiflora Rose

Borculo

ROAD

Say- 9t

SERVICE

FLOWERS

Plantings Urged

WARM

COMPLETE SERVICE

FRIEND

Ham

FLOWERS

W«

Motor Salm

Kinds

Lsaky

we

HAD’S

Bar

GEO.

MODI
ROOFim
CO.

LUBRICATION

WARM

CAR WASHING

scouting.

SUPER SERVICE

Won-Kole

50

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
West
8t Phone

YOU

8th

4811

WONT

WRONG

GO

with

LENNOX
Aek Any

(Jeer.

George Geib. Jr., Is attending
school again after having been a
patient for a few days in the Allegan hospital for treatment of
virus infectionin both legs and his
arm. H(^eturnedto his home
last week Friday afternoon.
Jack De Jongh of Burnips left
Thursday for his physical examination. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred De Jongh.
Mrs. Jennie Goodman of Burnips was taken to St. Mary’s
hospital last week. On Tuesday,
Sept. 19, she submitted to surgery. Later she was placed in an
oxygen tent. The latest report
she Ls "improving.” , •
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde of
Burnips visited with friends for a
few days recently.
A number of local young people

MERCURY MADE
Lennox
Gas Conversion

OIL

*49

2 Gallons ........ 1
(In your own container)

BURNER

HARRY KOOP
HEATING
116 East 14th

HARRISON’S

St

SUPER SERVICE

HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEELAND PHONE 3147
Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

KAISER

Avmm end

-

Sept. 19.

USED CARS

Blendon Christian Reformed
church on Oct. 6 at 8 p.m. A
young peoples’ chorus will be or-

Come Over and See Out

sonville.

Wilbur Lcgree of Flint was
the rally day guest speaker at
the Sunday morning services and
Sunday school in the Burnip Pilgrim Holiness church, Sept. 24. at
10 a.m. to noon. Lt. Lcgree has
Lt.

mem-

ber of the Flint Police department. For the past 12 years he recently.
The Ottawa Christian league
has been supervising trafficsafety for 30,000 Flint school chil- will hold its meeting at Coopersville on Tuesday. Oct. 3.
dren.

The regular weekly prayer and
The population of El Reno.
praise service was held Thursday
Oklahoma,
jumped about 145.000
supper was served at the home
of the Rev. and Mrs. John Harold tr. a single day in 1901. when the
Kotesky of Burnips. The evening last free land in Oklahoma was
meeting began at 7:30 p.m. There opened to white settlers.
were 10 churchesrepresented.
Miss Sharon Harper of Grand
Rapids will play several sacred
selections on her vihraharp before
and during the Sunday evening
We Hava Tho Lowest Prices

28tk

St.

FRAZER

WILLYS OVERLAND PRODUCTS
-

R£0 TRUCKS

881 Lincoln

Avo.

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP

service ol the Burnips Pilgrim
Holiness churches at 8 p.m.
The Women’s Missionary society of the Burnips Pilgrim Holiness church met all day Wednesday, Sept. 20, in the home of
Mrs. Philip Borens. A potluck dinner was served at noon by the
hostess.Mrs. Clare Leow presided
at the 2 p.m. business and devotional meeting. A short program
was presented.

Louis Padnos
IRON and METAL CO.

RESTAURANT

Bryant

Phone, 9051

WITH YOU

-

For Natural and Bottle Gas

Phono 67523

5

trained mechanics

West

8th St.

—

COM PL El E
PRINTING
SERVICE

factory

Give your

CUSS SERVICE

that puts economy and depend9 East lOHi Strait Phone 2326
ability into driving.
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SHELLANE

EXPERT REPAIR

GAS HEAT

Savtt Time and

OVEN FRESH

FOR YOUR HOME

Money
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gas for homo heating
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IRON FIREMAN
CONVERSION BURNER
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car

Be ready for

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
150

Phone 6422

Inc.

Plumbing & Heating

Service Department2386
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Ph— o

2002

day or night

OUR
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CAKES

'

FRESH BAKED BREAD

HOLLAND
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DELICIOUS PIES
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Decker Chevrolet

cold weather.

'

-

ftOVIDIS THAT WAY!

SERVICE

Phone 7133
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car the FIRST
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Cooling System

676 Michigan Avenua

8884

YOUR CAR REEDS
motor check by our

Good Food

Garland and Universal
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!
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WHY WAIT?
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Repairing

Life

Bt

E«e. 66734

Cleaning

State Farm Insurance Co's.

81 Cam 9th
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Coma

Wh.re

Gas Water Heaters

RADIATOR

CONTACT US FOR LOW RATES

177 CollegeAvenue

CONSTRUCTION

K-R00F YOUR NOME

FOR WORK

on

phono 7225

YOUR INSURANCE

—

RESIDENTIAL
So

120 River Ave.

on

Fire

^

MATERIALS

DUTCH MILL

ORE DAY SERVICE

—

COMMERCIAL

Holuiii Ready Roofind

UHUED MOTOR SALES

Auto

INDUSTRIAL

;
Mow's tho time

Holland

IfawetL

Phone 7777

GENERAL C0NTRACTIR8
EN6INEERING

Phone 9210

M-21 Botweew Zeeland and

Avenua

8L

LINCOLN AVE.
GARAGE

ATTENTION

Complete Service Department

7^3-33 Michigan

W. 8th

RECONDITIONEDand
GUARANTEED

ganized.
meeting of the Sunday School convention will be held at the Civic auditorium on Wednesday at 7:45 p.m.
The Rev. Peter Eldersveld will be
the speaker.
Otto Terpstra who is ill with a
heart condition at his home, is
somewhat improved.
Next Sunday the Rev. H Kooistra of Beaverdam will have charge
cl both services.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Vollink of
Florida spent a few days at the
home of Lou Vollink and family

125

lit.

Selection

The golden jubilee mass

attendedthe ball game of the
Hopkins High school and the Hudsonville High school teams last
week FYiday afternoonat Hud-

for the past 16 years been a

The young people interestedin
singing are invited to the North

ELZIRRA I V0LKERS,

•

MOTOR

r

MunicipalCourt nows item said
Ivan Bowen, 441 West 22nd St.,
paid $107.70 fine and court costs.
This fine and court costs were for
an offense that occurred on July
30. The last payment was made on

v

I

H.

Sensational new oil baa* paint
that covero over any eurfaee In
one coat Drlea In I houre.

TAVERN

PHONE 3826

BRAKE SERVICE

FRIEND

821 River

Ave.

Holland* Mich.

i

And Be Convinced

TRIUMPH BAKE
384

CENTRAL AVE.

J

SI
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Fumbles

Set

Up

Fourteen Building Permits

Holland Reserves

19-6 Victory for

In First

Issued By Clerk, Inspector

Success

Fourteen building permit!

The Holland high

Michigan Normal
Win
Nine Starts; Hope

Harons Gain
In

stormed

First

Jitteriness Costly

A

second and

fourth

tion were

dehdly bulls-eye passing to spoil
the Dutchmen's 1950 gridiron debut with a 19-6 lacing Friday at
Riverviewpark.
The Hurons filled the air with
footballs,mostly off the trusty
right arm of Chuck Paige, with
some cagey running plays to give
their coach, Harry Ockerman his
first victory at the Normal helm.
It was the first win in nine games
and the first triumph away from

by Qty

Clerk

Clarence Grevengoed and Building

The invaders drew first blood
with a first quarter score after

A new residence is to be built
for Cecil Serier at 315 East 14th
St The building will measure 30
by 24 feet. It will cost $d,000 and
be of frame, cement, cement block
and have an asphalt roof. Five
Star Lumber company is the contractor.

Inspector Joseph
this week.

Holland tied the count at six-aH
with a second period push. Ron
Boeve went across from the five
yard line. Piay in the third quarter was about even with fumbles

some

issued

quarter touchdowns Saturday afternoon to whip the Ottawa Hills
Reserves 12-6 at Riverview park.

on the 40.

from Michigan Normal college combined Hope fum
ball Hurons

to-

taling $8,923 in estimatedvalua-

recovering a Little Dutch fumble

victory-starvedband of foot-

bles, a rock-hard defense and

to

Reserves

P.

Seshaguay

Dr. J. Kromminga of Grand
Haven and. the Rev. Arnold Brink
of Grand -Rapids will be the
speakers at a county rally Oct. 3

in Coopersville Reformed church,
Martin Hardenberg,142 West sponsored by the Ottawa Chris22nd St., build a garage 20 by 20 tian league, a new organization
feet using frame and cement with which aims to abolish the sale of
an asphalt roof, $500; self, con- beer in Ottawa county on Sun-

hurting Holland chances.
Dutch end Ron Israels scored
tractor.
the winning six-pointeron an end
On Thursday, Sept 28, will life. He Is a retired farmer. Mrs. Willard Wichers, 267 Central days.
around. A Holland drive to the
The rally previously was schedIndians’ one, immediately before, mark the 50th wedding anniver- Becksvoort is the former Chris Ave., remodel kitchen, $350; Rhine
fizzled after a fumble.
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Henry tina Scholten. She was born in Van Der Meulen, contractor.
uled Sept. 27, but the date was
Jack Kempker and Boeve were Becksvoort, route 6, Holland. the Nethelands and came to the
Bernard Dokter, 277 Columbia changed to aVoid a conflictwith
United States with her family Ave., add a room, 8% by 5 feet us- another meeting.
outsUnding in the Dutch backThey will celebrate the event on when four years old. Mr. Becksfield. Israels, Tackle Ken Lubbers
ing frame, cement, cement block
At a meeting of League offiFriday, Sept. 29, with open house
and Guard Gerry Victor played at their home from 2 to 4 and 7 voort was born in Fillmore town- and asphalt,$300; self, contractor. cers Monday night in Bethel Reborne in four years.
ship. The couple was married in
fine games in the line.
Rev.%J. Kuite had two permits formed church, Holland,William
to 9 pm All friends and relatives East Saugatuck.
Besides Paige’s aerial circus,a
for roofing listed. One was at 536 Van Eenenaam of Zeeland, generare
invited.
155-pound scatback Ed Skowneski
They have four children, Central Ave. using asphalt, $278 al chairman of the movement, anMr. and Mrs. Becksvoort,who George, Edward and Herman, all
was the Dutchmen'schief tormenand the other was at 21 East 12th nounced that more than 13,000
have ‘lived at route 6 for the last of route 6, and Mrs. Fannie Klein
tor, whipping over for all three
St. using asphalt for $260. The signatures had been obtained on
five
years,
have
lived
in
the
East
touchdownsand breaking loose for
of Allegan. There are 14 grand- George Mooi Roofing company is
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
petitionsto place the issue on the
considerableyardage on other ocA surprise party was given Fri- Saugatuck area all their married children.
the contractor.
ballot at the Nov. 7 election.
casions.
day evening at Spring Grove shelF. Heerspink, 252 West 17th St.,
Officers said the League would
There was little to cheer about
ter house in honor of Mr. and
reroof, $270; George Mooi Roof- be glad to work with any club or
Built-in
Play
Corner
for the Dutchmen of A1 VanderMrs. Andrew Popovich of Chicaing company, contractor.
organization interested in accombush with the exeception of the
go, on their 25th wedding anni- Teaches Tot Neatness
Park Superintendent Dick Smallenburglooks over damage caused
B. Altena, 307 West 18th St., re- plishing the same purpose.
line, who defensively,played in
versary. Mrs. Popovich is the
(From Saturday’sSentinel).
to the sidewalk by the roots of a tree. The tree was planted too
roof $190; George Mooi Roofing
Arrangements were made for a
fine fashion. But the backfield close to the sidewalk and when it grew— this is the result. Persons
former Dorothy Ver Hage. Sixty
Even the smallest house has Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smallegan company, contractor.
dinner meeting for all Ottawa
could gain Little ground against
guests
attended.
A
potluck
supper
some space which can be turned
are advised to consult the city park department before planting
Mrs. C. Freeman, 148 East 18th
an equally tough Huron forward trees on public property. There is a city ordinance covering tree
was served. Those from here at- into a child’s built-inplay corner. and son, Roger, spent Saturday St., reroof, $180; George Mooi county ministers Oct. 30 at the
Hub restaurant in Zeeland with
wall. The attack sputtered when
planting and city officials are anxious to have citizensco-operate
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Joe It will be not only a time and en- end Sunday with their children, Roofing company, contractor.
Dr.
William Gouloozeof Holland
opportunity presented and the enwithout making them enforce the ordinance.
Zwiers and family, Mr. and Mrs. ergy saver for a busy mother but Mr. and Mrs. Bob Paul in Chicago.
Clarence DeWaard, 156 West as speaker.
tire backfield was afflicted with
Marvin Zwiers, Mr. and Mrs. Har- an excellent way to train the tod- The Pauls were married this sum- 15th St, reroof, $165; Ben Dirkse,
an always fatal football malady
vey Ver Hage and Mr. and Mrs. dler to be tidy.
mer and are making their home contractor.
“acute fumbleitis.'’ Seven fumbles
Martin Ver Hage.
Some clever suggestions by a
James W. DeRidder, 130 Colum- Seven Motorists
were charged.
Jack Carl, infant son of Mr. woman architect enable the home in Chicago where Mrs. Paul, the bia Ave., finish upstairs using
Statistically, the Hurons had all
and Mrs. Clarence Polher, and carpenterto make this play area former Judith Smaliegan is teach- wall board and insulation, $150; Appear in Court
the better of It, chalking up 15
ing school.
David Allen, infant son of Mr. easily and inexpensively.
self, contractor.
Seven motorists appeared before
first downs to six for Hope, and
and Mrs. Arthur Session, were
Choose a spot where the young- Philip Smallegan, accompanied Mrs. D. Vogt, 209 CoUege Ave.,
Park township Justice C.C. Wood
gunning for 294 yards, 181 in the
baptized at the church service ster can be easily overseen as he by a friend of Zeeland,motored partial reroof, $120; George Mooi
this week.
air, to a total pass-rushing mark
last week Sunday.
plays. A bedroom corner set off to Athens, Ohio, on Saturday Roofing company, contractor.
Calvin J. Pigeon, 25, of 24 West
of 191 for Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Venema by a folding partition is a good when they took Miss Marian Joyce
Frances Holmquist, 61 West First St. was charged $29.30 fine
Trees can be beautiful,but also
The invaders capitalized on a
were in Detroit Thursday.
place. So is one end of a hallway Smallegan to her school in Ath- 12th St, partial reroof, $95; Ben
and court costs and sentenced to
fumble in the first quarter to can be the cause of widespread
Mrs. Dena De Weerd of Hudson- adjoining a room in. which you are ens. The latter has taught there Dirkse, contractor.
five days in jail for driving while
push over the game’s initial six- damage.
ville visited Mr. and Mrs George working; or a corner of the kitch- a number of years.
Lawrence Johnson. 98 West 9th his operator’slicense was revoked.
Trees that are planted impropointer.After an exchange of
The Girls League for Service is St., partial reroof,$65; Ben DirkEnsing ahd family last Thursday. en or utility room.
Gerald Yonker, 31, of Bumips
(From Monday’s Sentinel)'
punts and Hope retaining posses- perly often push up sidewalks an#
practicing for a play “Aunt Tilly se, contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Aukeman
paid $12 fine and court costs for
sion of the ball on their own 20, thereby create hazards for pedesGoes
to
Town.”
Mrs.
John
Myaard,
Mrs. Albert Mills and Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. William Still
Third Church Group Has
speeding in Georgetown township.
Ron Schippers,Hope quarterback, trians. according to Dick SmallenJr., is coaching the play. Made up
Sadie Kooiman visitedthe latter’s man of Forest Grove are on a trip
burg.
park
superintendent.
He
also
John Vandennyde, 17, of route 2,
Mrs.
Karsten
hobbled the pigskin and Harry
of
local
young
people,
this
will
be
to Canada.
Meet at
Kiwanis
points out that trees many times son, who is a patient at Blodgett
paid $12 for failure to have his
Mia! recovered.
given the letter part of October.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ramps
Musicians Chairman
car under control Vandermyde
hospital in Grand Rapids.
-Normal slammed to the one interfere with wires.
The Fellowshipclass of Third Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dalman of
attended the funeral of their
You’ve heard the expression,
was arrested in Olive township.
yard line, on ground plays, mostly
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mills and son grandfather, Martin Besteman, 96. Reformed church held its monthly California,now living in ^eland
Mrs. Harold J. Karsten of HolEsther H. Leafstrand, 49, of Musdelayed bucks, and the little Skow- There oughta be a law agin’ it!’
meeting
Tuesday
evening
at
for
a
time,
were
entertained
as
of
*
land has been appointed state kegon paid $12 for speeding on
were callers last week at the
neski hit the line to pay dirt The Well, there is a law covering the
Kamp
Kiwanis.
hamburg
fry
supper
guests
at
the
home
of
Mr.
John Essing is seriously ill at
chairman of the Students Music- ButternutDr.
kick was missed. Normal 6, Hope planting and care of trees in Hol- home of their parents, Mr. and Zeeland hospital following a was held with Mr. and Mrs. Har- and Mrs. Jack Cotts and family
ians’ groups of the Michigan Fedland.
It
says
that
no
shade
or
Marvin Renkema, 19, route 4,
Mrs. Albert Mills.
0.
old Costing, Mr. and Mrs. Ted on Sunday. They attended the af- eration of Music Cluba. The apstroke.
paid
$7 for driving without due
After an intercepted pass by ornamental tree, plant or shrub
Descendantsof Fred Mills held
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Polher of Van Oosterhoutand Mr. and Mrs. ternoon church Services also.
pointmentwas made by Mrs. Em- caution on ButternutDr. Charles
Bill Hinga on the Noimal 47, the can be planted In any public place,
Ed
Van
Spyker
in
charge.
Several
local
folks
attended
the
est Hutchinson, state president of
their fifth annual ruenion recently Byron Center were recent visitJ. Kinkier, 19, of Muskegon paid
Dutchmen drove to the Normal 18 includingboulevarck and along the
George Stevensen
In Allegan Fair last week.
the federation.
ors of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Polat
Spring
Grove,
Jamestown.
$7 for running a red light at Lakestreet,
until
the
board
of
park
and
where a fumble cost them the ball.
charge of the business meeting,
On Thursday evening the Goldher.
Mrs. Karsten Is a past president
wood. Calvin Feenstra, 17, of HudThe Hurons marched back to cemetery trustees has approved. Movies of Africa were shown durduring
which
new
officers
were
en
Chain
union
sponsored
a
musiMr. and Mrs. William Aukeman
of the former Holland Musician’s
the Hope 18. Passes fell incom- Permits are obtained from Small- ing the evening. A potluck supper and Alnora Gaye were guests at elected.Ted Van Oosterhout was cal program in the local church. club and a member of the state sofiville.paid $5 for failure to stop
enburg
free
of
charge.
at a stop street in Hudsonvflle.
plete and Hope took over.
was served.
nominating board. She is also a
the home of their parents, Mr. named president; Mrs. Bert Post A large crowd attended.
Before ordering trees planted
Led by Ron Appledom’srunning
vice president; Mrs. Edwin John,
Frank Nienhuis is painting the member of the Past President’s
Mr. and &rs. Claude Parker and and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess.
and a pass from Appledorn to on public property, persons are children had as guests last Sunsecretary, and Ed Van Spyker, local parsonage.
assembly and counselor of the Condition Good
Fuzz Bauman brought the ball to asked to consult the park depart- day Mrs. Oliva Mills and son,
treasurer.
Holland Junior Music club.
The condition of James Helder,
the Normal 37 where fullback ment to determinewhat kinds of Bobby.
The Rev. C. Walvoord will be
As chairman of the Student route 4, who was stricken with a
Hinga
Receives
Leg
trees
can
be
ordered,
how
they
Tom Van Wingen fumbled and
teacher of the class.
The condition of James KooiMusicians she will work with col- heart attack Friday night, was
should be spaced and other inforNormal again recovered.
Following Ibe business session, Fracture in
(From Monday’s Sentinel)'
man, 13, is somewhat improved allege musical groups and soloists described today as favorable.
*
mation
that
tree
experts
can
give.
A bobble after a vicious tackle
The Women’s Society fqr Christ- a social hour was held, featurthough he is still unconscious since
throughout the state in order to was resting comfortably in an
by Jack van der Velde set up The city gives this advice so it his accident Sept. 5 when he fell ian Service of Monterey Center ing group singing.
Bill Hinga, Hop^ college quar- further their participationin con- oxygen tent In Holland hospital
Hope's tying touchdown. With the won’t be necessaryto prosecute while playing in the barn. He has Methodistchurch met Wednesday
terback, sustained a broken leg in tests for scholarships or aid in
ball on the 35 on van der Velde’s violators.
Indians inhabited cliff houses In Friday’s Michigan Normal 19-6 advanced school of music.
regained consciousness for an in- at the Rex Lautenschlegerhome.
Get your permit for planting stant several times.
recovery,Appledorn slammed over
Mrs. Allen Parker was in charge New Mexico until about 350 years win over the Dutchmen.
Mrs. Karsten is a member of
left tackle from the nine and near the curb or other public pro'
The injury occurred shortly af- the Hope college music faculty.
The weekly prayer meeting was of devotions. The president spoke
Schipper's pass to van der Velde perty before ordering your trees. held Thursday in the local United on the importance of voting by
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ter the second half kickoff.
was complete to the Normal seven. Advice will be given for planting Brethren church.
Sheep, jigs, cats, burros, and
Hinga, a Holland senior, was
Phons 3991
women. It was announced that
Nearly half of ail freight cars 29 East 9th
Van Vingen then cracked over on private propertytoo. RememHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Several local persons attended members will be guests at Fenn- goats were brought to the west- given hope “that he may get to owned by class I railroads are
in three tries. The conversion try ber it’s free.
the Christian Endeavor retreat ville on Oct. 5. Several guests ern hemisphere, by early Spanish play again before the end of the gondola and hopper cars and 42
Gilbert Vandsr Water, Mgr.
Smallenburgwill shortly attend
by Bob Prins hit the bar and
settlers.
current season.”
per cent are box care.
last Friday and Saturday at Barn- were present at the meeting.
a meeting conductedby the Agribounced back.
An official board meeting of
aby park. Sunfieid.The Rev. ClarThis was the last time Hope was culture departmentof Michigan to
ence E. Carlson, missionary to Af- Burnips Methodist. church was
discuss a disease affecting elm
in the ball game.
rica was guest speaker.
held Monday evening at the
The Hurons unleashed a blis- trees. About one third of the trees
At a recent Sunday school busi- church.
tering aerial bombardmentfrom in Holland are of this type.
ness meeting at Maple Hill United
Bumips Girl Scout troop no. 1
Cfcoost botwoo
the Hope 32 after a punt and
Brethrenchurch, Albert Mills was held a meeting Monday evening
moved the ball to the Hope one Local Piano Teachers
elected superintendent; Ivan with their leader. Mrs. Dorothy
StyMino and FI0M10
foot-line. Skowneski again smashShuck, assistant superintendent; Oakes, in the Salem township
ed over. The conversion attempt Plan Organization
Styling
Vita Shumaker, secretary; Mrs. communityhall.
failed. Normal 12, Hope 6.
Verle Snyder, assistant secretary;
Dean
Smith
was
honored
at
a
group of Holland piano
Another recoveredfumble set
Mrs. Clarence Welters, treasurer; farewell party given last w£ek by
up th eHuron’s final score. They teachers met Friday evening at Vivian Snyder, librarian,and Mrs. friends 'at their home in Dorr.
moved, to the one from the 35 the home of Mrs. Milton Johns- Lillian Smith, pianist.
Mrs. M. Twining is ill at her
from where Skowneski again car- ton, 104 East 22nd St. Purpose of
home.
Assistant
Sunday
school
teachried over. Paige’s kick was good the group is to interest private
A specialRally Day service was
piano teachers in Holland and vic- ers were organizedlast Tuesday
and the scoring ended at 19-6.
evening. The Rev. Edger Perkins held by churchesof the Bumips
inity
to
join
with
them
in
an
efHope evidently missed all its inis teacher of the Fellowship class, Methodist circuit a week ago Sunjured backs. Ted Barrett and Don fort to elevate the profession,imassisted by Ivan and Guy Shuck. day.
prove
the
quality
of
music
inT
Van Ingen missed the game enMrs.
Effie Snyder, assisted by
Donald J. Brower of Dorr and
is
tirely while Van Wingen. due to a struction and to bring the teachMrs. Oliva Mills. Is teacher of the Dean Smith of Bumips were to
ers
together
in
a
united
front,
leg injury, could not operate at
Intermediate class. The Junior leave today for induction into the
it was announced.
full efficiency.
class teacher is Miss Erma Boone, Armed services. They left with 17
The
group
plans
to
bring
to
Defensively the Hope line, led
her assistant. Miss Marilyn Miller. other men from Allegan county.
by Howie Meyers and van der Holland a well-known piano in
Teacher and assistantof the junior Smith is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Velde played fine ball. But block- structor to conduct a piano clinic
boys class are Elmer Alien and Elmer Smith, who live east of
<
ing was ragged and seldom was and workshop.
The plan by the Michigan Music Harry Snyder; Eleanor Walters Burnips.
there a hole for the backs to
teaches the begin iraiersand priBurnips Boy Scout troop no. 32
maneuver through. Appledornwas Teachers association for the certimary department and Eleanor recently had an overnight camping
.
.
.
fication
of
private
teachers,
was
the only efficientrunner in the
Allen is her assistant.
trip to Silver Creek.
Hope backfield,reeling off several discussed. It was announced that
Sunday school rooms have been
Mrs. Irene Smith and daughters,
good gains and passing and punt- the plan will be acted upon at the
65th annual convention to be held fixed up by men of the Maple Hill Janice and Diana, were callersat
ing nicely.
United Brethren church.
the home of their parents and
at Detroit Oct. 2 and 3.
LINEUPS:
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Following
a
discussion
of
orNORMAL (19)
Raab. last week.
ganization,
refreshments
were
Nivison-Paris
e— Brodie, Wichterman,Gilliam,
Mrs. Jacob Hildebrandt spent
served
by
the
hostess.
Jakabowski,Bloomer
several days taking care of her
Choose between
Attending were Mrs. Millard Spoken at Zeeland
t—Rynearson,Wegner, Buchalaski
mother, Mrs. Jennie Goodman, at
C.
Westrate,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milthe Bel Ak and
g— Armelagos,Krawzak, Mial,
The marriage of Miss Louise SL Mary’s hopital, Grand Rapids.
ton Johnson, Mrs. James Bennett
Walden, Bush.
the ConvertAle
Paris
and
Lloyd
Nivison
took
and Mrs. Leonard Kuite.
c— C. Armelagos,Temerian.
place Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the
All
interested
piano
teachers
b— Roncoli, Cunningham, SkowFree Methodist church of Zeeland. Holland Radio Clan
neski, Schlater, Skinner, Schultz, are invited to the next meeting.
The
Rev. J. C. Flewellingper- Hat First Meeting
The date has not yet been set.
Harris, Paige, Cook.
formed the single ring ceremony.
HOPE (6)
The bride is the daughterof
Fifteen persons attended the
e— Bauman, van der Velde, B. Vis- Keep Apple Crop Moving
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cisco of first meeting of the fall session of
scher, H. Visscher, Miller,
Holland and the groom is the son the Holland Radio institute ThursTo Avoid Dumping Later of
t— Myenhuis,Yonkman, Stone,
Ray L. Nivison, 317 East 12th day evening on the second floor
g— Groters, Droppers, Van Hoeof the Holland Police department
A
survey
shows
Indicationsof St
ven, Meyer.
Mrs. Lewis Kruithoff, the building.Charles Rich, club presi118 million bushels of apples in
c— Campbell, Nienhuis, Newton,
bride’ssister, and L. C. Mills at- dent, welcomed those attending
Chdote between
b— Hinga, Leverette, Appledorn, 1950 compared to 134 million bu- tended the couple as matron of and announced that anyone inshels in 1949. Last year many
Standard
Drive bed
Bock, Schippers Lane, Prins,
terested can still join the club.
millions of bushels were not har- honor and best man.
Vander Meer, Van Wingen.
Following the service, a recepRich gave a brief talk on amatvested. L. R. Arnold, Ottawa
Scoring: TD's: Nomal-Skowcounty
agriculturalagent, be- tion for 30 guests was held at eur radio operators in the time of
neski 3. Hope— Van Wingen. PAT
•nationaldisasterand told how the
lieves that growers should move the Nivison home. .
Automatic Transmission
Paige.
Mr. and Mrs, Nivison are now hobby can become 4 good-paying
apples to market also should store
Combination of PdmrtlUU automatic
STATISTICS:
on
a
wedding
trip
to
Virginia.
vocation. He introduced the new
as well so that no dumpage is
transmissionand l0S-kp.engine optional
They will live at 297 Hayes Ave. instructor of radio theory, Dale
necessary.
on De Luxe models at ebetra cotL
riret
15
Welters, who is a commercial
. Dr. -Tukey, Michigan State col- upon their return.
Total
191 294 lege,
radio operatorin Grand Rapids.
urges Michigan growers riot
Yards
86 . 117
Formal instruction will begin
to relax then make up when it is Municipal Court
Yards
105 122 too
next Thursday at 7 p.m. Throughlate. He advises moving the
Raymond Oobb, 574 West 22nd out the course representativesof
Passes
25
crop day by day, vtfeek by week
Best Seller!
SL, paid $15 fine and costs in the Federal CommunicationscomBest
Puses
,
30
until the last apple is harvested.
Municipal Court Friday for speed- mission will talk on various sub1
Holding off, dumping a great ing. Robert John VanDenBei*,
4
jects jn the radio field.
supply at once may cost growers
route 6, paid two chargee, one wag
7
New students can enroll with
a pretty penny according to Arn$1B speeding and the other was $5 Rich, phone 2201 Deadline is
15
old. The American public likes apfor no operator'slicense. Ron Sept. 26.
ples. They will buy but H led to
Magnetic mines can be set to believe there is a surplus, prices Hertz, 828 River Ave., paid $5 for
running, a traffic light Thursday,
permit several ahipt to 90 by and. cannot hold.
Smallest counties’ in the U.S.
Robert C. Orenway, 268 East 9th ere four in Virginia
explode under the amt, ttius kv
Clifton
St., paid $10 for speeding. George Forge,. Hampton, Williamsburg
221 liwr A<
tf» Offiod* « deartog
2SI7
The American crocodilewas (Un- Atwood, 358 Washington Ave.,
Holfand,
ctuuwete of mines.
end Fredericksburg-eachwith an
covered in the U.S. in 1876.
paid a $1 parking fine.
area of one square mile.
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Road Game of

LOANS

Young Season

'

Two team* wfto made the tame
mistakes in season’s openers will
meet Saturday night when Coach
Al Vanderbuah’aHope Dutchmen
take to the road to tangle with

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $300
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street. Holland
328 Washington,Grand Haven
Adv.

.

Hospital Notes

Admitted to Holland hospital
Wednesday
were Kathleen Boer*,
Both teams were downed by
the tame tcores,19-6. Both teams ma, 253 West 13th St.; Verlyn
had the same trouble— Inability Hopkins, 194 West 18th St; Mm.
to hang onto what teemed to be
Nellie Gumser, route 4.
an extremelyslippery pigskin.
DischargedWednesday were
Vanderbush, who saw CarroN go
down to defeat before Lawrence, Charles Troost, route 4; Mrs.
said, "They made the tame mis- Lena Veele, route 2; Mrs. John
takes we did. They are an inexVanden Elat and son, 744 Lugers;
perienced team whoae overzealousMrs. Dewey Van Dyke and daughness caused them to fumble t lot"
ter, route 6; Mrs. Charles Midi*
Meanwhile,the Dutchmen have and daughter, 86 West 12th St;
been working this week to get Mrs. Roger Brower and sen, 548
what was an inept attack against Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. Jennie
Michigan Normal moving. But in- Venekiasen, route 2, Zeeland; Mrs.
juries to key boys are hampering
Susanna Van Huis, route 1; Mrs.
the Carroll (Wla.) college.

Pfe. Egbert Kara

Holland Soldier

Wounded

in

Korea

progress.
And the defense, which proved
rock-hard against Normal, was
still putting the "stops’*on the
Dutch runners. With BIH Rings
out indefinitely, Ron Schippert is
shouldering the entire quarterback load.

St

Mary Mahon, 131 West 28th
Hospital births included a son,
Mr. and Mrs. John Kars, 9 West
Lorren Charles, bora Wednesday
13th St, received word Tuesday
to Mr. and Mrs. Milan Van Order,
in a War department telegram
Hamilton;a son, Allen Paul, born
their son, Pfc. Egbert Kars, 19,
Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
H. Meeuwsen, 458 West 19th St.;
was slightly wounded In action in
a son, Robert, born Wednesday to
Korea Sept. 18.
Vanderbush Is working Bob Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Nykamp,
It was the second such message
Frifeldt and Jack Lane In an ef 1761 Highland Ave.; a daughter
the family had received In recent
fort to get someone who can spell born today to Mr. and Mrs Henry
years. Another son, Relnard, was
Schippers.
'Wi&i
J. Hekman, 105 West 21st St.; a
wounded in Germany during
The right halfback situation daughter, Connie Jay, born today
World War II. A daughter, WilFour young mon from Holland arrlvad home realso is critical although little Ed- to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Van Rheeand coming back. Shown above on their return
helmlna (WlUie), served in the
cently, tired and broke but happy, after a monthare (left to right) John Bouwer, Sherwood Louwdie Leveret te, who Is sidelined nen, 471 East 16th St
Wac’s during that war.
long trip through the United Statee. They attended
sma, Avert and Paul Vannette. Herbert De Vries
by a minor injury, is expected to
Allegan
Egbert has been in the service
a Young Calvlniatfederation convention in Lynwent to Washington with the latter three, and
get back into action this week-end. Births in Allegan Health Oen^
2%
years, entering soon after
den, Wash., and made aide trlpa both going out
Louwsma replaced him on the return trip.
Dutch Van Ingen and Ted Bar- er include a ton to Mr. and Mrs.
completing his studies in high
(Photo by Louwsma)
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Topp
rett still are nursing injuries. Earl Herman, route 4, Allegan; a
school. He went to Japan in Aug(Psnna-Sosphoto) Van Ingen was in uniform today daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
ust, 1949.
over blue satin with match- but he was limping ba<fiy. Barrett Brown, route 4, Allegan; a daughmission, and found the officers
A recent letter revealed that Miss Margaret Mackay and lace
ing lace mitta and a blue poke has a strained tendon in his back ter to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stefco-operative.
he arrived in Korea July 15. He is Jack Topp were married WednesThey arrived in Lynden Wa*., with the infantry.
day, Sept. 13, in a double ring bonnet trimmed with lace and and it is not known when he will fen, Doer.
flowers. She carried a colonial be able to don a uniform again.
in time for the four-day convenceremony at The Marquee. The bouquet of pink roses and white
Vanderbush had newcomer He«h
September births at Huizinga
tion, Aug. 19-22.
Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaster read asters.
Stouten and Jack Lane and Ful- Memorial hospital include a son,
On the return trip, Louwsma rethe service before an arrangeAbout 80 guests attended the back Bill Bocks in the right half Mark Alan, born to Mr. and Mrs.
placed De Vries on the tour makment of palms, ferns, candelabra wedding and the reception which slot. But the tough defensive
Barbara
Bell,
16,
daughter
of
Alvern Kapenga, Kalamazoo; a
A round trip tour of the United son of Mr. and Mrs. John De ing a southemly swing. They
and two floor vases of white glad- followed.Out-of-town guests came alignmentwas stopping plays all
son, Alfred Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
States ended for four Holland Vries, 595 Greafschap Rd. De traveled through Oregon, Californ- Mr. and Mrs. Fidel Bell, 474 Rifle ioli and white asters.
from GrarM Rapids, Detroit, Three over the field.
Alfred Brenner, route 1, Dorr; a
young men last week.
Vries went out with the group, and ia, Nevada, across the desert to Range Rd., has returned home to
The bride is a daughter of Mrs. Rivers, Grand Haven and Blanchson, Thomas A., to Mr. and Mrs.
Salt Lake City where they visited convalesce after being a polio pa
The group attended the 27th an- Louwsma returned with them.
William Mackay, 372 West 16th ard. Punch was served by Mr. and
Albert W. Bytwork, HudsonvilW.
nual convention of the Young
The Holland delegation covered the Mormon Temple square.
tlent at Blodgett hospital in St., and the late Mr. Mackay. The Mrs. David Gordon. Shirley and
A son, Lonnie Lee, to Mr and
They spent a week-end in DenCalvinist federation,composed of 17 states and British Columbia,
Grand Rapids. She had been hos groom’s parents are Mr. and Mrs. Roger Essenburgarranged the
Mrs. Donald Ulberg, Hudsonville; .
several hundred young men’s so- trawling more than 7,200 miles. ver at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William
Topp,
344
West
21st
St.
gifts.
Mrs.
Arthur
Northover
prepitalized since Sept 22. Her cona daughter, Bonnie Jean, to Mr.
Going West, the group visited Gerald Hoekstra. Mrs. Hoekstra is dition is improved.
cieties of the Christian Reformed
Mrs. Hoffmasterwas pianistfor sided at the bride’t table and Mrs.
and Mrs. Bernard Kiekover, Zeelchurches of America, in the far the Black HiHs and Badlands of the former Patricia Petrolje of
Mrs. Ann Ward of Toronto, the ceremony and accompanied Ade Vander Sluts, Miss Shirley
and; a daughter, Mary Allen, to
northwest corner of Washington South Dakota and YeHowstone Holland. In Denver, they had a Canada, and Mrs. Clarke Field of the soloist, Mrs. Jack Essenburg, Barnhart and Miss JUnda Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Van Dyke,
National perk. They crossed the surprise meeting with Dr. R. J.
state near Mount Baker.
Jackson were out-of-town guests sister of the groom. She sang ’Till assisted In serving.
Zeeland (Special)— The Dutch route 1, Hudsonville; a son, RichThe men were Sherwood Louws- Big Horn mountainsand explored Danhof, former pastor of one of at the luncheon meeting of the the Sands of the Desert Grow
Music included a vocal duet by of HoUand high slopped over the
ard Jay, to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
the group.
ma, son of Mr. and Mrs. George the Morrison Cave in Montana.
St Catherine’s guild of Grace Cold" and "The Lord’s Prayer." Roger and Shirley Essenburg, muddy two-mile course to take a Steenwyk,route 2, Zeeland; a son,
Leaving
Denver,
they
traveled
Trying to cut expenses, the men
Louwsma. 244 East 16th St.; John
Wedding attendants were Miss nephew and niece of the groom, cross country meet from Zeeland
Episcopal church Wednesday. The
Bouwer, son of Mr. and Mrs. John packed their own tents and pitch- through Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, meeting was held in the home of Mary Jane Mackay, and Bill Mac- a piano solo by Shirley Essenburg high 19-36 at Zeeland Thuraday. Howard Lloyd to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Zoet, route 2, Zeeland.
Bouwer, 792 Butternut Dr.; Avert ed them in spots ranging from Missouri, and Illinois to Chicago Mrs. E. H. Gold, Waukazoo.
kay, sister and brother of the and vocal selections by Mr. and
Coach Austin Buehanan’a crew
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
where
they
stopped
off
at
the
end Paul Vannette, aorw of Mr. trailer camps to city parks and
took four of the first five places William Tummel, 243 East 16th,
Mrs. Richard F. Keeler, 25 bride, as maid of honor and best Mrs. Jack Essenburg.
and Mrs. Avert Vannette, 199 West fairgrounds.They usually inquired Chicago Fair before returning to West Ninth St, has returnedto man. Ushers were Bill Topp, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Topp left oh a with Jim Marurl grabbing first.
Holland; a son, Terry Lee, to Mr.
15th St; and Herbert De Vrie*, at the local police station for per- HoUand Sept. 6.
her home following a two-week and William Andringa. Mr. and wedding trip around Lake MichiOther first ten place* in or- and Mrs. Louis Grasman, route 3,
Mrs.
Robert
Gordon
were
master
gan.
For
traveling
the
bride
wore
visit with her daughter, Mr*. Ced
der of finish were:
Hudsonville; a daughter, Jacqueand mistress of ceremonies.
a dark green velvet suit and black
Frank Wierda (H); John Schro- line, to Mr. and Mrs. Egbert
ric C. Sweet and family, of DeThe bride wore a ballerina velvet accessories. They will be at tenboer (Z); Marvin Alveraon Bareman, Hudsonville; a daughtroit
Roy Dykman, operatorof the length gown of ivory lace over home after Sept 26 at 3561 West (H); Dave Moran (H); Dave ter, Marianne, to Mr. and Mrs.
satin, fashionedwith a pointed 17th St.
confection stand in the post office
Moran (H); Dave Mohr Z); VirgU Russell Vander Woude, Zeeland;
Mrs. Topp is owner of the West
lobby, is in Holland hospital bodice featuring a peter pan colGlass (Z); Don Dozeman (H); a son, Roger, to Mr. and Mrs.
lar
and
tiny
lace-covered
buttons
End Beauty shop. Mr. Topp is em Sherwin Kampa (Z); Martin Van
where he underwent an emergRoger Smedley, route 1, Hudsonency appendectomy Saturday to the waistline.The long sleeves ployed at the Seven-Up Co.
Horn (Z); and Dale Mohr (Z). ville; a son, Terry Lee, to Mr.
were
pointed
at
the
wrists.
Her
Three
pre-nuptial
showers
were
night. His condition is good.
A scheduled football game be and Mrs. Gerald Yonkcr, Bumips;
Willard Wichers, Netherlands fingertip veil of ivory net was given for the bride. Hostesses tween the Zeeland reserve* and a son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. GerInformationbureau director, left held in place by a half poke bon- were Mrs. William Topp; Mrs. the ninth grade team of Holland ald Vander Zwaag, route 2, HolTueday on a 10-day business trip net trimmed with seed pearls. Jack Essenburg and Mrs. William high was cancelled because of land.
to Chicago, New York and Wash- She carried a colonial bouquet of Topp, Jr., and Mrs. Robert Gord- rain and wet ground*. The game
A daughter, Ruth Ann, to Mr.
white roses and mums.
on, Mrs. Nelson Dyke, Mrs. Marington, D. C. While in Washingwill be re-scheduled.
and Mrs. Albert Ter Haar, route
The maid of honor wore a bal- garet Gordon. Mrs. John Bos and
ton he will meet Dr. J. H. van
2, Hudsonville; a daughter, ChrisRoyen, Netherlands ambassador lerina length gown of powder blue Mrs. David Gordon.
tine Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
to the United States.
Van Kampen, Grand Rapids; a
Superintendentof Holland
daughter, Carol Lynn, to Mr. and
schools, Carroll C. Crawford,has
Mrs. Owen Fransens, route 2,
been attending sessions of the
Zeeland; a son, Charles Jay, to
By Arnold Muldet
NationalSchool OfficialsassociaMr. and Mrs. Garth Brumrad,
America’s great new chorus, de
tion in Chicago. He left Holland
route
2, Zeeland; a daughter,
Paur’s Infantry Chorus, wiU apMonday night Sessions were to
When a successful author pub- likes him and employs him in his pear in Holland Oct. 16, it was Kathleen Clare, to Mr. and Mrs.
end today.
John Pott, Vrlesland; a daughter,
dirty work. The politicianin the
John Bremer, Jr., son of Mr. lishes a new novel, the time is ripe novel is of course not called Huey announced today. The program, Karen Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. John Bremer. 220 West for reading the book with which Long. His fictional neme is Willie to be presented by Hope college, Harold Lankheet, Grand Rapids.
Eighth St., has enrolled at Michi- he first won the general public. Stark. There are other deviations is scheduled for 8:15 p. m. in
A daughter, Donna Louise, to
gan College of Mining and Tech- Nine times out of 10 the older from actual history.Willie Stark Memorial chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor, 12$
Hie
de
Paur
chorus
was
the
nology at Houghton. He is sttidy book that you have missed at the becomes governor, but he does not
West 13th St.; a son, Richard Alfirst Important musical attraction
ing electricalengineering. Bremer time is better then the new one become senator, as did Huey Long;
len, to Mr. and Mrs. James Smith,
to emerge from World War II.
attended Hope college two years. with which he tried to cash in on he merely aspires to that office
route 1, Zeeland; a daughter, CarThe
unique group was originated
A regular monthly meeting of the advertising the earlier publi- but is assassinatedbefore the
la Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Morrie
ii
in 1942 by men of the 372nd Inthe Ladies Missionarysociety of cation has received.
Kool, route 2, Hamilton; a son,
sure-thing electionis held.
fantry stationed at Fort Dix, NJ.
Wealeyan Methodist church will
When Robert Penn Warren won
Nor is the action located in A succession of notable appear- Kenneth Ray, to Mr. and Mrs.
be held at the church tonight at the Pulitzer prize, in 1946, with Louisiena by name. The state of
Robert LePolnte, route 2, Hudsonances to stimulate War Bond
at 7:30. Sam Williams of Brewton, his novel, "All the King’s Men,’’ I
which Willie Stark is a dictator- sales led the Army to act the ville; a son Calvin James, to Mr.
Ala, student at Western Theologi- failed to read the book; Pulitzer governor remains unnamed; it is
and Mrs. Gerrit Foyer, Jamesgroup up as a morale unit to encal aeminaiy, will speak on his prize novels are not infrequently simply referred to by the putative
town; a daughter, Joan Kay, to
tertain other troops. The chorus
mistionacy work in the South. He disappointing.
Now that a new narrator as "our state." But it
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ponstein,
Holland fund raising officials and butlnossman From loft to right: C. C. Andreasen, George Good,
spent the next three years singalso will sing a group of Negro book by the same author has been borders on the Gulf of Mexico, as
route 2, Zeeland.
Norton, Lowry, Robart Kouw, chairman of tha
mat with Wilbur H. Norton at tha 0. W. Lowry
ing for American forces all over
spirituals.Anyone interested in announced,I turned to the prize we learn from many references to
A son, Cart Asslnk, to Mr. and
Community Cheat drlva, Henry S. Maentz, P. T.
home on North Shore Dr. Norton, chairmanof tha
southernminion work is invited winner. Perhaps others might wish that body of water, and when the the world.
Mrs.
Frans Stegcnga, route 2,
Chaff, Bob Brinks of Zeeland, and Edward Hackar
1951 United health and Welfare fund campaign In
Capt. Leonard de Paur, conducto do likewise.
to attend the meeting.
of Lansing. Hacker, a Lansing bualneaeman, has
Michigan, included Holland ai a atop on hit threenarrator takes an automobile trip tor, was considered one of the HoUand; twins, a boy and girl, to
Lt (jg) Robert Vander Yacht, Whether the new book can he drives west into Texas.
been active In United fund drives for tha last
Mr. and Mrs. Orwin Elenbaas,
day aerial tour of the atata. He also visited Flint,
theater'smost billiant conductors
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert stand comparison with "Ail the
three
(Penna-Sas photo)
Rogers City, Saginaw, Muskegon, and DttroK.
The author, for all practical before the war. Under his leader- Hudsonville;a daughter,Joyce
Vander Yacht, 500 RHey Ave., re- King’s Men” I don’t know, as I purposes, might just as well have
Marie, to Mr. and Mrs Cyrus
ship, the chorus of singing infancently witnessed the ch»ge of have not yet read the new Warren said that Willie Stark was governBerghorst, route 3. Hudsonville; a
try men decided to stay together
Marriage licenser
command ceremoniesaboard the opus. But the 1946 Pulitzer prize or of Louisiana. But there would
daughter Brenda to Mr. and
after the war.
winner
is
such
that
I
am
not
too
heavy
cruiser
USS
Columbus
as
Ottawa County
Mrs.
Maynard Klamer, Hudsonhave been technical historicaldifTheir novel programs include
Leonard D. Rittenhouse,31, the ship lay at anchor in the port sorry that I waited four years for ficulties that might have given music of the many lands they vis- ville; a daughter, Marie Christine,
route 2, Nunica, and Isabelle M. of Biserte, North Africa, according reading it. It has its points of in- trouble.After all, he was writing ited, modern arangements,World to Mr. and Mrs. John Van Der
Holmes, 20, Grand Haven; Dallas to the fleet news service.The terest but It is not wholly a must a novel, not a history, and the de- War II songs and music of differ- Wal, Grandville.
D. Norria, 29, route 2, Fennville, Columbus is cruising the Mediter- for those who wish to keep up vice he used was fully justified.
ent faiths and spirituals.
and Mary Ann Rithamel, 18, Hol- ranean and will leave Bizerte soon with the best that is being done in
The one great merit of the novel
Miss Frieda Menken
“Holland is a glowing example have been screened and fixed, land.
to participatewith tte UJS. Sixth American fiction. However, a fac- is Willie Stark. Robert Penn Warof how a successful Single Solici- new demands are certain to crop
fiefct
in
exercises.
tual
report
of
what
it
is
like
is
not
Ladies
Athletic
Club
Allegan County
ren makes him completely credi
Honored at Shower
tation drive should be conducted," up because of the war and general
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt G. Post of out of place.
Duane Dean Emmons, Holland,
ble, and the book makes one wonSchedules
First
Meet
according to Wilbur H. Norton, conditions,Norton said.
"All the King’s Men” is the der anew what would have hapA miscellaneous shower honorand Shirley Ann Raab, Allegan; White Plains, N. Y., are spending
chairman of the 1951 United Cedi Meador, united fund cam- Jerome Henry Weber and Irma a few days with their sister, Miss story in fiction form of Huey pened to America If Huey Long
ing Miss Frieda Menken was givThe
first fall meeting of the
Health and Welfare fund cam- paign manager who accompanied Rose Rewa, Dorr; Murray Sipprell KatharinePoet, 1100 South Shore Long’s career in Louisiana. It is
had not been conveniently asaas Ladies Athletic dub wiU be held en Wednesday evening by Mrs.
Norton to Holland,said, "This Children and Ann Karppe, South Dr.
paign in Michigan.
also the story of the life of the sinated. For like Willie Stark of
Tuesday at 7:30 pm. In the Junior Shud Althuis and Miss Ella AlNorton stopped in Holland man has taken time out from his Haven.
Word has been received from person through the medium of the novel, Long had his eye on the high school gymnasium. Members thuis at the latter’s home, 323
Thursday afternoonand evening job to head the drive because he
the Berlin Miiitaiy post that Pfc. whom Robert Penn Warren gets presidency.The novel points up
are urged to attend to discuss River Ave. Miss Menken is the
to learn how the local SSP works whole-heartedlybelieves in the
Foster K. Wiersema has received his story told. Hie two storiesare the disturbing thought that a dicbride-electof George Althuis.
business and to get the books upand how it was organized one united fund. He’s learning the ad- Shower Given in Honor
a warrant of his promotionto the not too neatly correlated,and for tator can happen In America.
They will be married in October.
to-date.
year ago. Norton, who was elect- vantagesof the single drive and 01 Mrs. R. Van Vuren
rank of corporal. He arrived at good measure— or for bad mea
Each shower guest received a
Anyone
desiring
to
discontinue
ed state campaign chairman ear- the good work that the money
Berlin in February, 1949, and is sure, perhaps— the author introtiny corsage of yellow and white
membership
or
those wishing a
does
for
persons
in
need."
Womans
Clab
Convention
lier this month, currently is on a
baby mums tied with green ribMrs. Robert Van Vuren was now a member of Company B. duces the detailed story of a Conleave of absence should contact
three-dayIndoctrination jaunt of
"We consider Holland the go*759th Military Police service bat- federate soldier who died of his Scheduled at Durand
bon. A corsage of yellow asters
guent of honor at a bridal shower
the new secretary,Mrs. E. Klinge.
cities enlisted under the united pel for single campaigns in the
talion,with duties as patrolman. wounds during the Civil War. This
was given to the guest of honor.
Club officers elected at the busgiven Friday evening by her He is the ton of Mr. and Mrs. third story is introducedmerely
fund. He is a vice president of state," Meador said.
The annual convention of West iness meeting last week were: A small umbrellawith streamers
General Motors.
Delegates from Zeeland and mother and a group of neighbors. Jacob D. Wiersema, routs 3, Zee- because the supposed narrator Central district,Michigan State
In lavender and yellow hung from
Mrs. A. Beckman, president;Mrs.
Norton met with local SSP, Grand Haven also were present The party was held at .the home land.
digs up the facts that he finds in Federation of Women’s dubs, wUl
the chandelier.Cards tied to the
W.
Hamlin,
vice
president;
Mrs.
Community Chest and business- at the dinner meeting in the Lowa batch of family papers.
be Mid In Durand Oct 10. The Klinge, secretary; Mrs. R. Kemme, streamers told where gifts were
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wolters.
men at the 0. W. Lowry home on ry home.
The novel contains 464 closely meeting will be held In the Methhidden.
treasurer,and Mrs. J. Zwiers, asA gift was presented from the Maplewood Choir Has
North Shore Dr. He was to comprinted pages. It would seem to odist church with the Durand WoGames were played and duplisistant secretary-treasurer.
plete the whirlwind tour in Degroup. Game* were played, with Dinner Party in Zeeland
me
that the author could have man’s club and Durand Junior
cate prizes awarded to Mrs. John
Fin Call
Leon Moody will be athleticintroit
.
duplicate prizes awarded the wingreatly improved the novel’s ef- Woman’s club as hostesses. ReMenken, Mrs. Art Van KoUcen
The 'united fund has set a
City firemen answered an alarm ners. The hostesses served a twoMembers at the Maplewood fectivenessby cutting the book by gistrationis at 9 am. An informal structor again this year.
and Miss Beatrice Oosterbaan. A
state goal of $1,818,083to provide tj the John.W. Knoll residence, oourse lunch.
choir had a dinner party Wednes at least a third. Repetitiousnessis coffee is scheduled between 9 and
two-courselunch was served by
funds for 29 health and welfare 306 Jllver Ave., at 1 pja today
Invited were the Mesdames Lee day evening in the party room of his besetting sin. Not only does he 10 am.
Double Birthday Party
the hostesses.
agencies in a single drive to re- where the front porch steps were Van OmiMn, Gerald Boeve, Bert the Hub ki Zeeland. Forty-five repeat his story, he does the same
Among the guests was Mrs. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Naberhuls,
“Buildingfor Peace and Freeplace former individualfund cam- afire. . Only minor damage was Nienhuii, John Steenwyk, Joe members attended. Following a thing with sentences and phrases
dom" wUl be the theme of (he 246 West 17th St., gave a dinner V. Althuis, grandmother of the
paigns.
caused to .the steps, firemen said. Boers, Harry Timmer, Herman turkey dinner, the group sang and words. Endlessly the same event. Among the speakers will be party Saturday evening to cele- bride-elect Others invited were
Norton pointed out that, alVan Langevelde, Gerrit Lankheet, ebonites and tongs. A regular word or phrase is used over and Mrs. G. Mennen WiUiams, wife of brate the birthdays of tiie latter’s the Mesdames Alton Haakln. John
together $12 million dollars will
Murton Lankheet, Sander Wolters, choir rehearsal was conducted over again in the same paragraph, Michigan'^ governor, Dr. E. L. sister, Mrs. Albertus Pieters,and Veenhoven, Herman Elferdihk,
be raised in Michigan this year FireTnck Collet!
Richard WoRers, Deric Wolters, with Mrs. E. TeJbnan at the or- and the novelist is so afraid that Shelley, psychologist at the Boy's her niece, Miss Florence Dubbink. Peter Siersma, Bert Oosterbaan,
for relief and welfare agencies.He
One fire, truck only an- Henry Michmershuizen, Herald gan. Entertainment,included a we will miss his ideas that he re- Training school,Lansing, and Mrs. Guests were Mrs. Gertrude Dub- Robert Oosterbaan,.Marie
emphasized that this is approxi- swered a call to the John Good Michmenhuizen,Alvin . Fokkert, chalk talk by Louis Mulder. ,
peats them again and again.
Joseph Kangery of Ironwood, bink and Florence of Lansing. KoUcen, Morris Van Kolken,
mately 81 per cent of the "giving Furniturecompany on Eighth St Alvin SneHer, Albert Smaller, HarThe Huey I/>ng story is told by president of the Michigan Feder- Dr. and Mrs. Albertus Pieters and Van Kolken, Jean Vis,
potential" of the state,
Wednesday afternoon where a ry Peters, Wallace Fokkert, DonThe Amazon river was discover- the poUticiarfs private secretary, ation.
Dorothy, Mrs. G. H. Dubbink, Mr. ken. Donald .Karap,
his sights set on a $2 million goal wood cutting saw started a smoke ald Wolters and the guest of ed about 1500 by Yanec Pincon. It an Independent young man who is
A luncheon for delegates and and Mrs. James Kolien of Over- Dyke, Mel Essenburg,
because of the Korean war and fire. It was quickly brought under honor. Robert Van Vuren, Donald was not explored until 1540 when about the only person in the whole visitorsis scheduled for noon. A fed, Mrs. Robert E. Keohane and of Ionia .and the ~
-.other emergencies.Although the control and there was no damage Wolters and Henry Wolters also an European,Orehane, traced its state who dares to speak his own banquet wiU precede the evening two sons, John Adrian and Robert
.1 budgets for the member agencies firemen said,
entire course.
attended.
mind. That’s jvhy the „ politicianprogram, •
»•
Owen, of Chicago.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Ottawa 4-H’ers Gettinf

New Standard

Set for Winter

Planned

(w

Mode

As Measure of Quality;
EffectiveFirst of Year
More

rigid requirement* for the

production and handling of cream
offered for sale to be used in butter manufacture will become effect!vo In

Michigan on

Jan.

1,

195L

Don

Murray, extension dairyman at Michigan State college,
reports that the proposal for an
acidity teat as a measure of quality was made at a recent meeting
by representativesof the Michigan

law for insanitary cream, 'a vol
untary standard was adopted to
reject cream in excesft of eight-

In Uphill Battle

Net Close Victory
Taimt and Carey Tally;
Carpenter

Win

There was

Prepare

pet tactics for a pair of touch-

Holland substitute,who has collected nothing but splinters thus
far, got off the Holland bench after each score to split the uprights

with conversionsand the Dutch
had their second straight 1950 grid
triumph, 14-12.

Gov. G. Mennen William* (center) poses with
county Democratic candidates in the Warm Friend
Tavern preceding a luncheon Saturday.Left to
right are Maynard Bakker, candidate for county

treaourer; Roy Hlerholzer,atate representative;
Gov. Williams; Harold (Red) Fulk, state senator,
and Georne Cabal), sheriff. Hlerholzer served a*
master of ceremonies for the event

Zeeland

Gov. Williams Explains

Show

Even though a Republicanlegislature pared down a $1% million
Allegan
request for institutingan ade-

today

choose behigh’s ground

little to

downs apiece. But an unheralded

Home Defense Proc)ram

—

Boots

game and Ottawa Hills' passing.
Both teams sparkledwith these

community.Contact them
Grand Haven.

Allegan Hobbyists

PAT

Thrilling Contest

tween Holland

at the Court House,

tenths of one per cent (&) acidity.
was considered that excessively
sour cream indicates decomposition and would not make edible
butter.
Murray advises that for producfor
ers to meet this acidity standard,
it will be necessary to cool cream
Allegan (Special)
immediatelyafter separation and
to store at a temperaturebelow hobbyists were urged

Touchdowns

Late

mem

gram.
Indicationspoint to another
winter that will see nearly 1,000
boys and girls working on a variety of projects such as handicraft, sewing, electrical, and conservation.Only one or two other
counties in the state of Michigan
can boast of a larger winter program than Ottawa. Nearly 200
leaders will be trying to teach
dub members not only the latest
and best practices in agriculture
and home economics, but an appreciation of the fine and significant things of life.
Leader trainingmeetings will be

in their

W30

'

held this fall to give leaders the
tools with which to teach. The
first meeting will be held the first
week in November and folks interested in having 4-H dub work
Creamery Owners association,in their community should get orbureau of dairying of the State ganized by that time. Mrs. Grace
Departmentof Agriculture, and Vonder Kolk, Ottawa county
home extension agent, and Jack
the MSC dairy department
In conjunction with the present Ferver, 4-H dub agent will asstandards in the Michigan state sist anyone to start club work

It

28,

ben are busy getting in their reports which conclude their summer projects and getting organized for another big winter pro-

Cream Marketing
Acidity Test to Bo

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Program

Ottawa county 4-H dub

[s

NEWS,

to

IVort/i

Holland

quate state defense program to
60 degrees FahrenheitCream get an exhibit of their craft, col(From Monday’s Sentinel)
should be delivered at least twice lection or pasttime ready for the one third of what was needed,
Miss Lois Marsilje, missionary
Gov.
G.
Mennen
Williams
assured
weekly and clean equipment and
from India, was the speaker at
Community Council's third anutensilsused in handling and proOttawa county Democratic lead- the Willing Workers Missionary
nual Hobby Show set for Oct. 14.
*
that Michigan is still in the society meeting held in the chapel
The standard which was proposCouncil President,Mrs. Reva
forefront
in its plan for home de- last Monday night.
ed incorporated recommendations Peabody,said the exhibit will be
The Girls League for service
"from five district meetings' of in Griswoldgymnasium from 3 to fense.
met
in the church parlors last
creamery operators held prior to 10 pm with many new displays This statementcame in a brief
week. The vice president, Thelma
the Lansing meeting.
planned for this year’s event.
luncheon talk by Michigan’s No. 1 Rowhorst,president and Pearl
Some of these will include a citizen at e political meeting in Rook led in devotions. Marlene
story hour by Mrs. Clare Ferris, the Warm Friend Tavern Satur- and Linda Tubergen sang two
children’gstory writer; a weaving day noon. Among the 35 present vocal selections.Pearl Raah and

duction.

v

(From Saturday’s Seutinel)
Mr. and Mrs. William Courtier
have moved from the B. Veneklasen apartmentWest Main Ave.,
into the residence they recently
purchasedof E. Elbing on West
Hain Ave.

The Rev. and Mrs. H. Koning
and Mrs. W. Koning of British
Colombia were recent visitorsat
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Koning, North State St.
Recent visitorsin Zeeland and
vicinity included the Rev. and
Mrs. Herman Massen of Chatham, Ontario.
The following Zeeland people
have enrolled as students at Calvin college, Grand Rapids: Misses
Celia Bruinooge,Marilyn De
Junge, Helen Guichelaar, Allene
Huizenga, Evelyn Huizinga and
Dale Brouwer, Howard Johnson,
Leon Kuipers, Kenneth Otting
and Kenneth Lowsma.
Dr. Nelson Van De Luyster has
returned to Charleston, S. C., to
resume his work as instructor at
the Citadel. He spent several
weeks at his home on North Fairview Rd.
Zeeland Christian school will
again sponsor a waste paper drive
next Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 27 and 28. J. E. Mulder,
principal, requests donors who can
do so so e
ao so to bring contributions to
the Cherry Ave. school any time
during the two days. The school
will remain open until 8:30 p.m.

( Coach Bob Stupka’s boy* demonstrated superlativecomeback
power, by twice coming through
with scores with the chips down,
after which Chuck Carpenter
booted his PAT’S to outbaltle the
Grand Rapids eleven before 3,000
chill-thrilledfans at Riverview
park Saturday.
Again it was little Tommy
Carey who pulled the Dutch from
the depths of defeat with 39-yard
touchdown dash ki the fourth
period.Bob Tasma had countered
the first six-pointer in the third
period on a line smash.
All the scoring occurred in the
second half. Both teams threatened in the first two cantos but
neither was able to push the ball
over.
However, the key play of the
game happened early in the contest. In fact, it was the first play
from scrimmage for Ottawa, after
Tasma’s fumble had been recovered on the Holland 42. Don Eaddy,
the Indians’ slick back, faded and
threw a long, looping pass which
Giant End Bob Hendricksongathered in for an apparent touch-

m m
State Sen. John B. Martin listens attentivelyaa the roll call vote
for auditor general begins at the state GOP conventionin Grand
Rapida Saturday. Martin ^on the GOP nominationby defeating
Victor A. Knox of Sault Ste. Marie, and incumbentMurl K. Aten.
The vote was Martin 978, Knox 567, and Aten 66. Others nominated
to run on the ticket headed by ex-Gov. Harry F. Kelly and Sen. William C. Vandenberg of Holland are: Frank G. Millard, Flint, attorney general; Fred M. Alger, Jr., Groaae fointe,secretaryof state
and*D. Hale Brake, Stanton, state treaaurer. The convention selected
Millardover Judge Arthur E. Moore of Royal Oak, who hat Kelly’*
(Sentinelphoto)

backing.

down.

But the play was called back
loom by Librarian Cl ax ton Helms; were Democratic candidates on Nffrma Bosman presented a short
and Ottawa was penalized 15
baked goods and candy sale by the county ticket.
playlet
yards.
persons specializing in these
Speakingof the need of a work- / Marvin Nienhuis returned to his
Holland was on Ottawa’s 17With
items; and a special group of col- able blood bank, the governor home last Saturday afternoon
yard line, when the half ended
lections and hobbies of children. gave a stirring illustrationof an from the Holland hospital where,
•x
,
after a 48 yard advance on a pass
* Western Theological seminary Gerald Shafer will be chairman estimated 85,000 casualtiesshould he had been in a cast for two
from Ron Bekius to Carey. But
For a second year, a team of
. began its year Thursday morning of the show, assistedby Mrs. Wil- Detroit be hit by an atom bomb. weeks.
two plays later, Bekuis fumbled
- with convocation services presided ma Urfer, and Mr. and Mrs. Is- He said plans call for a "walking
Mr. and Mrs. Amlod Barense of
and Ottawa recovered.They stall- local workers is co-operating in
over by the president Dr. John R. mail Cetin. Members of the Alle- blood bank" in view of the fact Grand Rapids were guests Sunday
1950-51 membership roll call for
ed the waning seconds away.
Mulder. He welcomed the student gan Business and Professional that it would be impossible to at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chris
With Eaddy tossing long and the Grand Rapids Civic Theater
-body of 92 and a number.,of Women’s dub will be hostesses. store enough blood for such an Sas.
Dusty Rhodes firing bullet heaves which will stage six plays the
guests.
(From Friday's Sentinel)'
emergency.
over the line, Ottawa set up the
coming season. The campaign conThe Rev. Henry Oolenbrander, Heahli Department
He spoke of the contributions Two Hurt at Three Can
first score in the third period. The
The GraafschapCivic club held
"1916 seminarygraduate, now pasthe Democratic regime has made
rampaging Indians,again in a sur- tinues through next week.
its monthly meeting Tuesday eve.,tor of First Reformed church in Planninf Open House Heading the local team are Mrs.
to thfc people, to labor, to the Collide in Spring Lake
prise move, passed on the first
ning at the firehouse. Eighteen
Orange City, la., addressed the
farmer and to new industry.He
play after the second half kickoff. Edward Donivan, 71 West 15th
Allegan (Special) — About 500 cited the Michigan Economic De; group on "What Shall the Church
Grand Haven (Special)— Three
On the play, Eaddy hit Hen- St., and Miss Cornelia Van Voorst, members were present.During the
De to Be Saved?" In a forceful guests are expected at the third velopment agency which is anx- cars were involved in an accident
drickson, who made a miraculous 271 East 16th St, Other members business meeting plans were made
manner the speaker gmnhnwbpd annual "open house” of the coun- ious to bring new industry to in Spring Lake township at 2
catch on the Holland 25, for a 44 are Mr. and Mrs. James F. White, to hold a paper drive Saturday
* that the church is at the cross- ty health department next Tues- Michigan.
p.m. Saturday and two of the
yard advance. Three ground plays 1961 South Shore drive; Mrs. morning, Sept 30, at 10 a.m. at R.
road* and needs to be saved prac- day evening, according to .Ruth
"The Democratic party has al- drivers were issued summonses
gained nothing but Rhodes flipped Chester Van Tongeren, 574 Cen- Strabbings. After the business
‘ tkally and intellectually. He said Smith, acting director.
ways looked to human values and by state police.
each evening to receive donations. a fourth-downpitch which Hen- tral Ave.; Mrs. Mildred Barendse, meeting refreshmentswere servExhibits of various health ser- to the common good of all people,"
ed by Mesdames George Koops,
the church must avoid buildingon
Drivers of the cars were Char- Those who are unable to bring the drickson legged to the Dutch six.
Fourth Ave.; Miss Beth Marcus,
inferiormaterial, must, guard vices of the department will be he said.
G. Marines and G. Knoll.
les L. Corliss,49, Battle Creek, paper to the school should call the Eaddy carried over in two tries.
155 West 14th St.; Miss Frances
During the electricalstorm
against a two-fold standaxd and shown, including demonstrations He said only 30 per cent of the George L. Waldo, 33, route 1, school 2609, for pick-up service. The kick was wide. Ottawa 6, HolCollins,129 East Ninth St.; John
of home-care techniques. Refresh- registered voting public went to Spring Lake, and Mrs. Lois E.
prevent stagnation.
Monday evening, lightning struck
land 0.
Benson, 274 West 10th St.; Misses
two places in Graafschap. The
Basing his thinking oa the pro- ments will be served by the Jun- the polls in 1946 and urged a get- Vander Sys, 20, also of route 1,
. Jack Kuipers’ recovery of an InMary and Billie Houtman, 229 Ji
telephone was hit at the home of
gram of the Apostolic church, ior Unit of the Women’s Hospit- out-the-votemovement for true Spring Lake. Corliss was charged Two Boys Admit Rifling
dian fumble on the 19 set up Hol- West 11th
Herm Menken on the Castle Park
Rev. . Oolenbrander said the al Service League.
with excessive speed and Mrs. Through Allegan Cars
representation.
land’s tying marker. Tasma roared
Civic; Theater plays will be dirchurch must increase its knowHe concludedby hitting taxes. Vander Sys with failure to yield
through center to the 10 and ected this year by John Timen, road and a tree at the home of
Hospital Notes
Joe Walters was also struck. One
ledge of doctrinal positions and
Allegan (Special) — Two boys, Bekius sneaked to the six for a
He said 80 per cent of all state the right-of-way.
Russian-born theatrical director
(From Friday's Sentinel)
must continue steadfastly in ferThe Corlissand Vander Sys cars aged 13 to 14, admitted to sher- first down. Tasma slashed over who comes to Grand Rapids after truck of the fire department anrevenues are taken from the pockAdmitted to Holland hospital ets of consumersand instead of came together at the intersection iff’s and city police Friday night and Carpenterconverted. Holland
swered the call to the Walter’s
vent prayer and faith. ....
several seasons at Dobbs Ferry,
home, to prevent the fire from
Music included two vocal solos Wednesday were Morley Tilton, further taxes for the people he and the impact caused the Van- they had been rifling cars around 7, Ottawa 6.
N. Y. He succeedsBertram Yarby Mrs. Henry Voogd, accom- 326 West 14th St.; Mis. Minna has proposed e tax on corporation derSys car to swing around the the bowling alley on Western Ottawa again threatened through borough, Civic Theater director spreading to the nearby barn.
Williamson, route 3; Kenneth Ur- profits.
panied by Roger Rietberg.
northeastcorner and strike the Ave. They are to appear in pro- the airways. Eaddy threw another for 11 years, now doing radio/ Mr. and Mrs. Dave Schripsema
At noon the student body and ban, Macatawa park; James Lee
Gov. and Mrs. Williams arrived Waldo car, which was standing bate court.
of his king, aerials to Reuben televisionand dramatic work in are leaving for Kanawha, Iowa,
visitor*were guests of the sem- Overway, 187 East 27th St; Ray- in Holland Friday night and '-ere still about ten feet from the
They were reported by Michael Jones for 31 yards to the Holland New York City. Timen has been to attend the installation services
inary at a luncheon at American mond O. Feuder, route 6; Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earnest corner.
Uramkin, who was bowling at the 39. Again the huge Henderickson a summer resident in Western of Mr. Schripsema’s nephew, Eugene Bazuin, as minister of the
Donald
Faber,
354
Arthur
Ave.
Legion dub bouse. About 200 stC. Brooks.
Mrs. Helen Waldo, 28, received alley and stepped out to his car. eluded the Dutch4 secondary to Michigan for several years.
Kanawha Christian Reformed
.
Discharged Wednesday were
bruises and lacerations,and Mrs. One youth was just getting out of taken an Eaddy pass on the HolTimen’s first production will be
Rev. Oolenbrander spoke on Geroid Kuiper, route 2, HudsonDonna Robinson, 25, route 1, the Uramkin car and heading for land 14. But Tasma caught the the popular "Life With Mother" church.
Mrs. Floyd Kempker, of Hamil“The Threat of Modernism" at • ville; Mrs. Elizabeth Bell, route
Spring Lake, a passenger in the the next one when seen.
flanker from behind with a bone- which is far from being a follow2 p.m. meeting st the seminary. 1; Mrs. Minnie Hynes, route 1,
Vander Sys car, suffered shock.
Deputy Forrest Reichenbach crushing tackle which brought up of "Life With Father." also ton, visited at the home. of Mrs.
(From Monday's Sentinel)
He pointed out the necessity of Pullman; Duane Griasen, route 4;
Both were taken to Municipal and city police officer Joseph about a fumble and a Holland re- written by Howard Lindsey, Russ Fred Rutgers last week Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing and hospital in an ambulance and lat- Merrill caught the culprits from covery.
the contemporarychurch, its min- Mrs. Walter Ooster, 210 East 15tn
Crouse. The new play has its own
Herm Menken and Ray Kaper
is fry and membership to abide by St; James Lee Overway, 187 East grandson, Donald Lowing, spent
er released.
Uramkin'sdescription.
After the Dutch were unable to full share of comedy, nostalgia attended the Tiger-BostonRed
27th
St
the week-end at their cottage at
the cardinal truths revealed is
run, Rhodes returned Tom Maentz’ and unique situations, and the Sox game at Detroit, Monday.
Scripture.
Admitted Thursday were Sus- Deanond lake near White Cloud. Mad Increases
punt to the Holland 42. A 15-yard family circle widens to admit sevJ. H. Volkers is making his
Auto Accident
anne Van Hull, route 1; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Dennis of
penalty and a series of ground eral colorful new characters in- home with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
The
Post
Office is having a
A
minor
two-car
collision
north
Bauer spent Sept. 17th with their
Joan Silva, 314 Central'
busy season. One firm in Holland of Holland on US-31 at the stop plays and a short pass from Ead- cluding a former finance of father Rutgers.
Washington Cab Pack
Discharged Thursday were Mrs. daughter. Mrs. D. Smead and
is mailing a million cards to po- light across the Grand Haven dy to Hendricksonput the ball on who becomes the hilariousstorm
Mr. and Mrs. Herm Amoldink
family.
Elmer Kuhlman and daughter,
Holds First Meeting
tential buyers throughoutthe bridge, caused an estimated $325 the Dutch one from where the center in the latest Day family have moved into their newly-purroute 4; Mr*. Donald Japinga and
Mrs. Robert Smead and little
United States. Replies to the damage at 4:49 p.m. Friday, sher- busy Eaddy hit the line for a chronicle.
chased home.
daughterspent Monday with Mrs.
About 30 Cub Scouts, including daughter, 768 South Myrtle.
The second play, "Parlor Story,”
cards will increase the incoming iff’s officers reported. Driver ol touchdown to make It 12-7.
Mr. and Mrs. Clare Elders and
10 new recruits, attended the
Hospital births include a daugh- Jack Van Wyke of Grandville.
short kickoff,which was by William McCleery, shows what children,Carla and Glenn, visited
mails. Tulip bulb companies are one car was Wilma M. Tiles.
first pack meeting of Washington ter, Norma Jean, born Tuesday
Mrs. Emory Scott and two chilmailing bulbs at this time of year. Grand Haven. Her car was esti- downed by Paul Klomparens close happens when a college professor Brookfield Zoo ki Chicago,SatCub Pack No. 6 Wednesday at to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Dunn, dren have returned to their home
With Hope college in session, mated to have $250 damage. The to the midfield stripe, gave the is offered a $20,000 newspaperjob urday.
the school.
566 Washington Ave.; a daughter, at Romulus, after spending four
correspondencebetween parents other driver was Claude M. Lam- Holland team the break it needed. to forget a college appointment.
Mrs. Fred Rutgers was visited
Harold Oosting, chairman, pre- Janice Rae, born Wednesday to weeks with her parents Mr. and
‘‘Laura,’’ by Vera Caspary and by her sisters Friday in honor of
and
students adds to the mail. All oreaux, 173 South Division Rd. Tasma went 16 yards on a twistsided and discussed plans for or- Mr. and Mrs. Edward Beckxvoort, Mrs. Charles Me Millan.
this makts a busy time for postal His car was estimated to have $75 ing, turning run, to the Ottawa George Sklar, offers suspense, fas- her birthday. Those present were
ganizing various dens, Ivan De route 6; a daughter, Paula ElizaMr. and Mrs. Fred Nibbelink
39. On the next play, Carey, who cinating characters and a sophisti- the Mesdames Lane Knoll, Abel
damage.
Neff is cubmaster,Chester Van- beth, born Wednesday to Mr. and spent several days last week with
had been bottled up pretty much cated atmosphere, bevsides a com- Elders, and Herman Tien. The
der Molen assistant cubmaster Mrs. Charles Midle, 86 West 12th Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beukema of
aU evening, swerved off right pelling love story and a relentless sisters presented Mrs. Rutgers
and Edward Damson co-chairman. St; a daughter, Julie Ann, born Robinson lake near White Cloud.
tackle, shook off several would-be man hunt.
with a gift.
Pack committee members are Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. GorA. J. Buekner returned home
"Madwoman of Chaillot,"by Harold Knoll was in Detroit on
tacklers, and fled into pay dirt.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hume, Mr. don Ver Hulst 398 West 32nd from Grand Haven hospital Sept.
Carpentersplit the uprights. Hol- Jean Girandoux, started with a Wednesday.
and Mrs. LeRoy Pontius and Mr. St; a daughter, Mary Ann, bom 17 after submitting to an appenquiet opening on Broadway in
Mrs. Henry Gebben has been
land 14. Ottawa Hills 12.
•nd Mrs. Ralph Houston.
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry dectomy.
The Holland defense stiffened 1948 and went on to win the crit- named president of the newlyIt was announced that new den Heerspink,67 West 17th St.; a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowing
when the Indians threatenedin ics’ circle award for the best for- formed BB club, which will hold
mothers are Mrs. T. Wierda, Mrs. son born Thursday to Mr. and and son, Bobby, spent Wednesday
the waning seconds, when a Dutch eign play, four acting awards and its first meeting Thursday mornJohn W. Hollenbach and Mrs. An- Mrs. John Vanden Elst, 744 Lug- evening with his parents, Mr. and
fumble was recovered on the 12. a designers’ award for settings. ing, at Knoll’shatchery.
dries Steketee. Den Dads are An- er* rood; a son, Ronald A., bom Mrs. Floyd Lowing.
Mrs. Jim Genzink announced
But a fourth down pass fell incom- The comedy-fantasyis a sort of
drles Steketee and T. Wierda.
today to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Mr. and Mrs. J. Geldersma and
plete in the end zone and the In- poetic and comic fable’ about a so- that the woman’s indoor baseball
During the program. Mr*. De Brouwer, 538 Lakewood Blvd.
family of Grand Haven and Mr.
called madwoman who sets her- team would discontinue practice
dians had been tomahawked.
Neffs den gave a skit showing
and Mrs. Holland Reed and two
The
cagy Indians, apparently self to stop the wicked, greedy for the seasoh.
an Indian dance and costumes
children of Cbopersvillespent last
Constructionof the new feed
warned about Holland vaunted and selfish.
made. The singing of "God Bless Professional
Sunday evening with their parents,
"Enchanted April," by Kane v'arehouse at the Knoll Turkey
rushing power, threw an eight man
America" concludedthe meeting. Plan District Meetinf
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nibbelink.
and nine man defense line which Campbell, gives a provocative farm has been started.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vanden
kept the Dutch backs at bay most situation In which four women
Allegan (Special)
Allegan Bosch and four children of Reed
strive to retreat from men for 30
Healtk Department Ghres
of the evening.
Crime in Allegan County
Business and ProfessionalWo- City caHed on their cousins. Mr.
Holland’s central defense, bols- days.
County Polio Case Record men's dub will be hostess Sun- and Mrs. Charles McMillan on
"Born
Yesterday,"
by
Garson
Establishes New Record
tered by the burly Kuipers, was
Grand Haven (Special) — To day, Oct. 1, to the semi-annual Sunday afternoon.
practically immovable. The In- Kanin, is a brilliant and mean
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Huizen,
Allegan (Special) — Crime in
date 13 cases of polio have been district meeting which will open
dians could only gain a meager ful comedy in which an ev^nnintSr., and Mrs. Bernard Van
reported by the Ottawa county at 10 a.m.
70 yards on the ground. Frank ingly funny ex-chorus girl heroin* Allegan county appears to be on
Bertha ElizabethSly*, Wash- Huzlen, Sr., and Mrs. Bemaixl Van
health department, two from HolVan Dyke and Maentz played at is destined to become a symbol of the, upswing, Sheriff Louis
land city, two from Grand Haven ington, D. C, with the National Huizen have returned to their
the flanks and Klomparens turn- the dumb but honest citizen who Johnson commented today in
cannot be hoodwinked or bought checking over county jail records.
dty and nine in the rural area. Education Association, and who home here after enjoyinga trip
ed in a steady game at tackle.
The 58’ arrests made in August
The two most recent cases were was head mistress of the Seoul to Yellowstone park and other
Tasma and his devastating line- off, once his interest in politics
Wealey John Kuipers, 13-month- (Korea) Foreign School several places of interest
were a record for one month, and
backing buddy, Glenn Essenburg, has been .aroused.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville RichardSeptember already has recorded
old aon of Mr. and Mr*. Nelson years, will be the principalspeakwere outstanding in making tack45 arrests, he said. The usual avKuipers, route 3, Holland, and er. Her topic will be "Korean Wo- son of Spring Lake, spent Friday
les all over the field. But the
Van Dyke, Teusink
evening with Mr. and Mrs.' Charles
Rex Bluekamp, 22-month-oldaon men in the World Orisis’’.
erage is about 30 per month.
Dutch aerial defense was woefully t— Hill, Klomparens,Yskes
of Mr. and Mis. Harvey BlUe- • Morning will be devoted to a McMillan.
Most ’of the arrests were of a
weak.
g— Young, Hazebroolq.. Kuipers,
businesssession and workshop, Mrs. H. J. TVittie and Mrs.
k«np, route 4. Holland.
petty
nature, and Several were
Eaddy and Hendrickson'were
J
&>- \
The latter two cases were mild, With a noon luncheon at Otwelle- Floyd Lowing attended the annual
transients working in the area
o — Vander Ven, Essenburg
outstanding for Ottawa Hills. \
neither one requiring hospitaliza- gan Country club. Mm. ' Helen meeting of the Missionary and aid
Touchdowns: Hollamd— Tasma, b^-Bekuis, Dalman, Carey, Tasma, during harvest time.
tion. They will be treated at home Gray, Allegan, is tJdng reserva- society of the Reformed church
Carpenter.
carfey.Ottawa— Eaddy (2). PAT*
with check-upgin Grand Rapids. tions. About 200 members are ex- last Thursday.
—Carpenter (2).
Hits, Kills Deer
STATISTICS:
When
Chuckle
Rooesien
wandered
away
from
his
mother
while
she
Mr, and Mrs. Floyd Lowing
Then is no paralysis in tfther pected from district four, which is
The
lineups:
OH
H
Miss Betty Costello, 19 West
wag chopping downtown the other day, he discovered a big new excomprised of nine dties, including apent Monday evening with the
First Downs
OTTAWA HILLS (12)
9
12
17th St„ who was driving to Saugciting world and a lot of nice people. He was rescued from street
Buchanan, South Haven, Benton Lynn Lowing* at Conklin.
Hendrickson,Vander Weide, Total Yardage
239
238
atuck Friday night, hit and killed
. traffic by a resorter who turned him over to two girle.wh'o took him
Harbpr-St Joseph, Niles, DowaJones.
Yards Rushing
70
180
Wounded in Action
a deer near the drive-in theater on
to
Chamber
of
Commerce
headquarters.
There
he
met
Sentinel
galc, Kalamazoo, and Paw PaW.
An average oak tree under usual
Yards Passing
t— De Haan, Sabo, Dice
59 168
reporter Cornle Van Voorat (shown with Chuckle above) who took
the highway. According to reports,
James Lee Scarlett,son of Mrs. Lenna Thompson, Niles, dis- conditions will give off 150 to 180
g— Remus, Dewey, Zander, Snyder Passes Att.
17
him to police headquarters. Chief Jack Van Hoff and the officer*
6
the deer ran across the road dirUe Scariett of Greenville, trict chairman,will fireside.
gallons of water daily.
Passes Comp.
c— West over
made him welcome but he preferred Cornle’ecompany, to off to the
2
8
ectly in front of the car. Considerwounded in ac•entlnel office he went to wait tha Pali from hie mother. Chuckle,
b— Breen, Canrie, Eaddy, Redding, Intercepted by
0
0
able damage was done to the car.
n fighting front.
First vocational school in the
Least populated country In the
who is all off 2i/j, waa a brave boy but he was getting a trifle loneBrown, Rhode* Fumbles
5
3
Miss Costello was en route to
UJ5. was founded in Chattanooga, U.S. is Loving, Texas, with 285
aome for hli mommy. He’s tha aon of Mr. and Mre. Ralph Roossien
HOLLAND (14)
4
Recovered
4
Saugatuck
to visit her parents*
persons.
•f 169 Highland Ava.
(Sentinelphoto)
•— Eggers, Armstrong, Maentz, PenaKiea
30
29
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Costello.
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